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A NEW SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In B ut a R ecount of Septem ber
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
V ote W ould Be U p To the Loring O. Chandler O f N ew Gloucester Succeeds Scout
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Executive McCartney Here
L egislature
The Rockland Gazette was established
*.n 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Burleigh Martin, Republican, who
In 1882. The Free Press was established
The executive committee of the
A word of introduction:
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to according to “unofficial" tabulation
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
Mr. Chandler has been engaged in
by
the
Secretary
of
State's
Office
of
Rockland district met Thursday
March 17, 1897.

the figures of election officials was
defeated for Governor in last month’s
••*
*••
The more we do, the more we — election, may inspect all or any of
-• can do; the more busy we are, ••• : the 238,353 ballots cast, but such
the more leisure we have.—Haz- ••• inspection will not change the tabuX ntt.
I lated results, Deputy Secretary of
n ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •»••«•••• Jl*I State Tobey said Thursday.
The Legislature, which convenes
MAYFLOWER DESCENDANTS I the first week in January, alone has
The Maine Mayflower Descendants i the right to make official tabulation
annual meeting will be held Nov. 21 j of the vote for Governor, obtaining
in Portland. The committee on a r its figures from the Secretary of
rangements is meeting in Portland State’s office.
The lawmakers also have the sole
this week. Lester M. Andrews of
Oakland will probably be elected gov right to allow and conduct a recount,
ernor of the Maine society to succeed 1Tobey said.
Martin, on the returns made by
Gov. John Clyde Arnold.
election officials, received 118,800
votes while Louis J. Brann, Demoi crat polled 120,353—a plurality of
1353.
Martin announced that he would
make an inspection and might later
call for a recount.

ST. CLAIR’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
WASHINGTON, ME.

E. R. ST. CLAIR
Funeral Director and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

HORSE SHOEING

night, with C. H. Duff in the chair,
and elected Loring O. Chandler of
New Gloucester as field Scout Execu
tive, to succeed A. Kenneth McCart
ney who soon takes up his new duties
in Lewiston and Auburn.
Mr. Chandler will follow the ex
ample of his predecessor by making
semi-monthly visits to the local ter
ritory, the first on Oct. 24, when he
comes for a stay of three days. He
will also come to Rockland the first
of November.
Rockland now has four active
troops, and it is understood that one
is to be sponsored by Winslow-Hol
brook Post, A. L.
WEARING MORE SHOES
The Hatless Era Has Not Extended To
Footgear, Thank Goodness

. A N D JOBBING

Production of shoes in the United
States in August increased more than
10.000,000 pairs as compared with
F. W . CATES, Lindsey Street July.
The Commerce Department report
121-lt
ed recently tljat shoe production in
August amounted to 30,717,769 pairs
of boots and shoes other than rubber
as compared with 20.442.068 in July.
The report showed th at Massachu
setts manufactured 25.8 percent of
the August production; New York,
19.4 percent: Missouri, 11.7 percent;
New Hampshire 7.2 percent; Mains
6 6 percent; Illinois 6.2 percent; Wis
consin, 5.2 percent; Pennsylvania, 4 6
percent; Ohio, 3.8 percent; and the
other states 9.5 percent.
PRICES RIGHT

TEL. WASHINGTON 5-23
115*S124

MONTVIILE F ill
OCTOBER11 and 12

W H ER E THEY RACE HORSES
Greatest Entry of Closely Matched Trotters and
Pacers Ever Entered A t A n Agricultural
Fair In Maine

One of the most peculiar aspects
of the present business situation is
th at everybody expects the frozen
assets to thaw out as soon as cold
weather arrives.—Louisville HeraldPost.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

NEW PO RT BA N D BO TH D A Y S

To accommodate our customers

Radio Broadcasts to A ll Parts of the Grounds— Big
Entries in A ll Departments— Thrills and Attractions
Galore. If Stormy Fair W ill Be Held First Fair Days.

our new and commodious

Gate Adm ission 40c; Children under 10 years Free
A utos 25c

store at 503 Main Street,
Bicknell Block, will be

121

D O N ’T FAIL T O SEE

THRIFT CLUBBERS JOIN DAILY

Open Evenings till 9 o’Clock
Saturday Evenings till 10

V ery Attractive Apartment

CARS FOR HIRE

Selected by B urns M antle as one of the ten finest
plays of 1930
: : at : :

W A TTS HALL, TH O M A STO N , OCT. 11
: : and ::

CAM DEN OPERA H O U SE, OCT. 13

■

A. C. M'LOON & CO.
503 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
PH O N E 730
SALES A N D SERVICE
“EVERYTH ING IN OIL B U R N E R S”

9

M unsey M otor Co.
21 Limerock Street,
Phone 886

Rockland
116-tf

SPLEN D ID C A S T H E A D E D BY

INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
__ _________ t___________________

BEAVER VALLEY WATER CO. 1st (Closed) Mlg. 6s
May 1935 to yield 8.00%

MARSHALL BRADFORD

O ct 1953 to yield 5.85%
NEW CASTLE WATER CO. (City o f) 1st (Closed)
Mtg. 5 s Dec. 1941 to yield 6.65%
-NEW JERSEY WATER COMPANY 1st Mtg. 5 s Aug.
1 9 5 0 to yield 7.45%

NOTICE
T here will be a m eeting in the M unicipal C ourt
Room , Rockland, Saturday, at 10 A. M., Oct. 8th,
1932, to decide w hether or not the w aters shall be
closed for a period of three years to all kinds of drag
ging and o tto trawlfishing w ithin the following de
scribed lim its: From W hite H ead to T w o Bush, from
T w o B ush to Saddleback, from Saddleback to Dice s
H ead, from Dice’s H ead to F ort Point.
A ll parties interested are invited to be present.
H. D. CRIE,
Com .of Sea & Shore Fisheries
119-121

SOUTH BAY CONSOLIDATED WATER CO. 1st Ref.
5 s May 1950 to yield 7.05%
TERRE HAUTE ELECTRIC CO. 1st (Closed) Mtg. 5s
May 1944 to yield 6.88%

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
IN V ESTM EN T B A N K ER S
93 EXCH ANGE ST .

(Established 1854)
PORTLAND, M AtNE

received dedication last evening. Toe
exercises began at 8 o'clock in the
gymnasium, which was filled to
capacity. Herbert L. Grinnell, first
selectman, presided and Rev. R H.
Moyle offered prayer; music was fur
nished by Robbins' orchestra. The
program consisted of five-minute
talks by various persons who had im
portant parts in securing the new
building, the first by William T.
Smith of Rockland, who called this
building one of the finest in the State.
John Creighton, chairman of the
building committee, presented the
keys of the school to James L. Dprnan, chairman of the school commit
tee Mrs. Edith Bowes, president of
the Community Club 1930-31, spoke
briefly of the beginnings of the
movement to secure the school and of

a frontage of 127 feet, with two wings,
one 65 feet 4 inches, the other 61 feet.
The basement contains a gymnasium
48 feet by 60 feet, a boiler room, a
supply room and pump room.
On the second level in one wing are
four grade rooms, each 30 by 40 feet,
a toilet 10 by 16 feet, a shower 10 by
16 feet, a room for preparing hot
lunch 8 by 14 feet, a teachers' room
8 by 12 feet.
The other wing contains the High
School rooms, having a study hall, 30
by 60 feet, two recitation rooms 30
by 40 feet, a shower 10 hy 16 feet, a
laboratory 30 feet by 40 feet, a toilet
10 by 16 feet, and the principal's room
8 by 12 feet The many corridors are
spacious, and the teachers' rooms are
furnished with sturdy wicker. Lockers or wardrobes fitted with Evans
hardware are in each schoolroom, the

C. W. McVeigh, W ith Booze In Ills
Possession, Charged With Tariff
Violation
Clifford W. McVeigh of Deer Isle
was bound over to the November
term of Federal court in Bangor
Wednesday when U. S. Commissioner
Williamson found probably cause
against him on a warrant charging
violation of the tariff act. Bail of
$1000 was not furnished and McVeigh
was remanded to- the Penobscot
County jail to await trial.
The Deer Isle m an was arrested by
Customs Inspector Yule of Bar H ar
bor at Mlllbridge with 60 gallons of
alcohol, two cases of Gold Thimble
whiskey and one case of John de
Kuyper gin In his possession. Mc
Veigh pleaded not guilty. Testimony
of Inspector Yule was sufficient for
Commissioner Williamson to bind the
Deer Isle man over to the Federal
Court.
LINDBERGH'S BEST WISHES
Arc Conveyed To President Hoover
After DesMoines Speech
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh yester
day passed on to President Hoover his
“best wishes" for success in the cam
paign. A telegram from the flier was
placed aboard the Hoover special at
Fort Wayne, Ind., as the Chief Execu
tive was returning from his first cam
paign address since accepting the re
nomination, delivered at Des Moines
Tuesday night. The telegram read:
“Will you please accept my best
wishes for the success of the cam
paign for your re-election. Your
single purpose of devotion to the serv
ice of the American people deserves
every support. Your experience, your
courage and vision are, in my opinion,
needed to pilot us safely out of the
world-wide depression from which we
are emerging.”

A Scottish landowner was com
plaining of the weather to a tenant.
“Aye," said the tenant, “ye're richt.
Only three fine days this month; an’
two o' them snappit up by the Sawbath.”—Christian Register.

Francis M . Lipovsky
Instructor of

Violin and Other Stringed
Instruments
Call at

(G u aran teed by A m erican W a te r W orks & Electric Co., Inc.)

ADELYN BUSHNELL

A DREAM IS REALIZED

DEER ISLE MAN HELD

Beginners and Advanred Pupils

HUNTINGTON WATER CORPORATION 1st Mtg. 5s

: : w ith : :

has ever awakened such keen interest
as has this Thrift Club. In addition
to the interest and pleasure each de
rives from the club there are the
valuable prizes, not to mention the
twenty percent salary checks each
active club member will receive, in
the event of not winning one of the
prizes.
Send in your name, and become r
club member. Remember you have
your own circle of friends and ac
quaintances, who will stand loyally
behind you once you get your club
started. These same people will not
give their loyalty and support to anv
one but you. T hat Is the secret of
success in this club. No matter how
many members there are actively en
gaged—you can be certain of that
one thing—your friends are yours,
and your acquaintances will do their
share.

of five rooms and bath. A11 modern,
hardwood floors, plenty of hot water
all the year round and heated from
Sept. 1 to last of May. Very desirable
for business couple. Call at 91 NORTH
MAIN ST., Sundays and evenings.
Save money by having your car
118*120tf
washed at the Fireproof for 69c cash,
119-127

U DRIVE IT

“ The First
Mrs. Fraser”

V olum e 8 7 ..................N um ber 121

Keen Interest In The Courier-Gazette Thrift Club Brings Union’s New High School Building Officially Dedicated
N ew Members Daily— Those Out To W in Find Club
With Interesting Exercises
Progress Easy and Interesting— Cash Reward For All
A ctive Members
Union's new High School building Union and South Union roads, it has

Boy Scout work the past two years,
The real measure of a man or a
serving first as assistant Scoutmas woman, is not only in doing the
ter of a troop in Auburn. Last No things that necessity or circum
vember he went to New York, where stances compel, but in embracing the
he became a graduate of the Scout opportunities of life as they present
Executive Training School. Since themselves. This point is well illus
trated in the Thrift Club of The Cou
then he has been in charge of a troop rier-Gazette. Here is one of those
in New Gloucester, his home town. opportunities that so seldom come
Mr. Chandler took a two years’ along, th a t enables the more ambicourse at Bowdoin College. While | tious to use their spare hours inter
estingly and with great profit to
there he was a member of the treck themselves. And the fact that there
squad (though no star, he modestly are additional club members added
admits), the Masque & Gown, and to the list every time The Courier' Gazette goes to press, proves that
Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
[ the reading public is keenly lnterestThe new executive is a family man I ed in this unusual feature.
—wife and one child.
And if one will stop to analyze this
He is certain to make a favorable ■list, one will find representative peo
ple of the different parts of town,
impression here.
and of the outside villages and neigh
borhoods, actively interested in tlr
THE “SCOTTY” RACES
success of this club. As a matter of
fact the club is getting so interesting,
Extra Heats Necessary In Two Of that the club manager has been lit
Them—Rain Mars Final Day
erally swamped, and is with greatest
difficulty keeping up with the club it
Races at the Lincoln County Pair self Yesterday the count coupons
came to a close Thursday as rain came to the office in such a neve’
washed down the track. In the third ending flood, it was simply impossible
heat of the 2.24, Red Hannafin driv to count them. So the list today does
not include any coupons received
ing Paul Henley had his sulky break since Friday morning. It is hoped
down and was awarded fourth place this office will succeed in catching
in the third heat, making a fourth up with the club for Tuesday's paper
start necessary. He won the final
Those who have been nominated
heat and race. Northern Knight in this club, and who have not already
captured the free-for-all, and Calu cone so, are requested to get in touch
met Chimes the special named race.
with the club manager at once, and
The summary:
advise him regarding their progress.
Special Named Race, First $200
The public wants to know in manv
Calumet Chimes, Clukey ........ I l l
Louis Hanover. Jordan ............... 2 2 2 cases, if the members so nominated
Kenwood Win, Sm ith ................. 3 3 3 are progressing with their club per
John Smith. Feltls ...................... 4 dr
sonally or not, and have in dozens of
Time. 2.24, 2 21> 2. 2.19V2.
Free For All, First $275
cases asked the club manager for
Northern Knight, D e n le y .... 3 1 1 1 such information. Many feel that
Sister Napoleon, Jordan ...... 1 2 2 3
Peter Pokev. Clukey ............. 2 3 3 2 after they have placed some ac
-Time. 2.13. 2.11V,. 2.14%. 2.14%.
quaintance of standing, in nomina
The 2.24 Class, Purse $200
Paul Henley. Hannifin ......... 1 1 4 1 tion in this club and have given them
Reuben Glue. Drake ............. 2 4 1 2
a good healthy boost, either wit?t
Jimmie McKenney. Michaud
4 32 3
Direct Patchen. Butler .......... 3 2 3 4 counts or some subscriptions, that the
club members should personally start
Time. 2.14, 2.14%, 2.23%. 2.19%.
their own campaign actively and
carry it on as though they meant to
win And this writer thoroughly
agrees with such sentiment. It is no
I small thing, and surely not to be
taken lightly, to have a circle of
friends interested enough in one, to
i have placed him or her in this club,
and then gone much farther and
• boosted the campaign of each along
j toward the winning goal.
Everyone who has so far actively
i engaged in this T hrift Club is in
tensely interested No public enter
prise th at has so far been presented
I to this public, it seems to this writer,

See CHICK TA Y L O R In His
FREE JUM P FROM A PLANE U P 3000 FEET
This Free Feature Given Daily B y the Licensed Free
Fall Jumper In Maine— The Sensation of All the Fairs

THREE CENTS A COPY

Kirk’s Studio, Rockland
or Telephone Thomaston 35-13
119*121

DANCE
AT THE ARM ORY
Foot of Park Street
EVERY M O N D A Y NITE
Kirk’s Orchestra
MEN 40c; LADIES 20c
121-lt

DANCE
At

Pete E d w ard s’ Barn
UPPER LIMEROCK STREET

W ednesday, Oct. 12
8.30 to 12

DEAN’S O RCH ESTRA
Admission: Ladies 15c; Men 35c
121-122

A ttention Poultrym en
Our unlimited outlet for native
poultry enables us to pay you high
est prices. Consult us before you
sell.

COHEN BROS.
Largest Shippers in Maine
Care of Charles McKellar. Tel. 2-3
WARREN, ME.
No lots too large; none too small.
108-tf

the committee first appointed to doors cleverly pushed out of the way
solicit funjis. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes, when open.
The blackboards are of composition,
chairman of the Community Club
soliciting committee, stated that the desks, new in the grade rooms,
$19,800 was secured by subscriptions. are the latest movable tyffc’ made by
Irville C. Thurston also spoke briefly. the American Seating Company of
Dr. H. H. Plumer mentioned those Chicago.
Other important features of this
who had died before the completion
of the building: Allen Y. Boggs of j building are the modern direct-in
South Hope who gave; and E. M. direct ventilation system, the auto
Stubbs of East Union and Edwin matic feeding Spencer .si'eel boiler
Hawes, both of whom had planned with vapor heat requiring attention'
to contribute. He thanked the State only once in 48 hours. The school has
Board of Education; the State High its own water system, the water being
way Commission; the architects, pumped from a nearby well by an
Bunker & Savage; the selectmen, the electric motor, and all exits bearing
school board, the building committee, the panic-door bolts. The walls are
the finance committee and the “per white, shaded to a deep cream at the
sistent women,” quoting in this con base. The floors are of maple and
nection a poem by Edgar Guest; the birch. Class gongs have been added.
A fine addition is the 25-acre field
contractors, Hinman of Skowhegan,
Smith of Rockland and Thurston of in the rear of the buildiiig for the
Union, all of whom gave beyond their playground and athletic field.
Gravel walks will be used tem
contract. He also mentioned Fred
Gilmore, the building foreman and porarily, until the grading is com
his crew who had reduced their plete for the concrete walks.
W. H. Hinman, Inc., of Skowhegan
wages while working on the building.
had the building contract. Fred Gil
More than 100 persons have given more
in charge proved himself most
money. The names of the “Old able, forgetting nothing, William T.
Guard" who first stood ready to give Smith of Rockland had the plumbing
are: Frank Thompson and Harry and heating contract, which was
Thompson of the Moxie Company, filled to tha complete satisfaction
who gave $2000 in memory of their of the inspectors, as has been the cas“
father and mother, Dr. and Mrs. "Au with his other extensive contracts in
gustus Thompson, the former a phy Maine. The grading and landscape
sician at Union; Henry Stickney, gardening was done by John Hooper
Hamlin Bowes, Beulah Packard, of Portland, the latter contract call
Frank Rowe, Irville Thurston, Mri. ing for four oaks, six elms, and 10
Emma Jones, Dr. H. H. Plumer. "Who maples from 12 to 16 feet in height,
together gave over $11,000; the oldest and 365 flowering shrubs and choice
giver was E. H. Burkett; the first cash evergreens.
giver was Herbert Collamore, who
The school has a Barrett roor,
gave $10 the day after it was voted guaranteed for 20 years.
to have a new building. The oldest
Not a drop of water has entered the
member of the building committee building in spite of some very heavy
was I C. Thurston.
iaina.
Trees, shrubs and grading were doThe State Highway Commission co
noted by Union summer camps
operated with the building commit
Mrs. Emma Alden, Ed. Alden and tees and contractor by lowering the
Mr. and Mrs. George Mansfield joined corner above the building where the
in donating a piano. Mrs. Charlotte South Union road enters the East
Alley Betts of Rockland gave another Union road.
piano.
Charles Lucas gave the flagpole,
PULASKI'S MEMORIAL DAY
and a flag 12x12 was given by A. W.
President Hoover has issued tl
Gregory of Rockland; a clock by proclamation:
Clarence E. Daniels of Rockland.
Whereas Oct. 11, is the 153d an:
Furniture for the teachers’ room versary of the death of Brigadii
was given by Burpee Furniture Co. General Casimir Pulaski, brave of
and Studley Furniture Co. of Rock
land. The new adjustable desks were cer and cavalryman who died fr<
given by the Alumni Association of wounds received Oct. 9. 1779, at t
siege of Savannah. Georgia: and
Union.
Whereas we are now engaged
The complete cost was $34,018.39.
The gymnasium chairs costing $2 20 the celebration of the two-hundrec
apiece will be paid for by the young anniversary of the birth of Geoi
Washington, under whom Gene
people.
Frank T. Rowe, superintendent of Pulaski served so valiantly:
Now, therefore. I. Herbert Hoov
schools, spoke of the advantages of
the new adjustable desks. Dr B. E. President of the United States
Packard, State Commissioner of Edu America, in pursuance of the pro'
cation, spoke on the history of edu sions of Public Resolution 32, Sc
cation, mentioning particularly the enty-Second Congress, approved Jt
old academies throughout Maine, 2, 1932, de hereby invite the peot
which fifty years ago numbered more of the United States of America
honor on Tuesday, the 11th day
than a hundred.
Mrs. Herbert A Hawes present October next, the memory of Brig
ed the flag of the S. of V. Ladies' dier-General Casimir Pulaski,
Auxiliary to the school, and Mrs. Anne holding such exercises and ceretr
Farris, grammar teacher, responded. nies in schools, churches, or ott
‘The program concluded with the sing suitable places as may be deemed a
ing of America by all, and music by propriate in commemoration of 1
the orchestra. Punch and cakes were death; and. further, I hereby din
served.
that on that day the flag of t
* • ♦•
United States be appropriately d
In this new building Union’s dream played upon all Government buil
is realized. After months of steady lngs of the United States.
work and firm co-operation against
adversity and criticism, and in spite Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
of the scarcity of money, the new
combination grade and High School
If I had to live my life again I would
building stands practically complete have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
and is In use today. Citizens of
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
Union, a town of 1050 population are of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
proud, and justly so, of their fine
achievement. These folks are trail
COLUMBUS
breakers, showing the way to other
Give me white paper!
towns scattered throughout Maine, This which you use Is black and rough
with smears
that great things may be accom Of sweat
and grime and fraud and blood
plished through such perseverance, as
and tears.
with the story of men’s sins
they have shown by their splendid Crossed
and fears.
courage and steadfastness of purpose. Of battle and of famine all these years.
When all God's children had forgot
Started in May. and finished this
their birth.
month, the new building has risen
And drudged and fought and died like
rapidly, and is complete inside to the
beasts of earth.
last detail, everything being planned
“Give me white paper!’’
for the convenience of both pupils One storm-trained seaman listened to
the word;
and teachers, and with an eye to the
no man saw he saw. he heard
future, provision being made for ad What what
no man heard
ditional rooms if necessary. This
In answer he compelled the sea
structure is at present housing 196 To eager man to tell
The secret she had kept so well!
children, 75 of whom are High Scho"' Left
blood and guilt and tyranny be
hind.—
students, and has the capacity of 240
still West the hidden shore to
The total cost of the building was Sailingfind;
$32,300. $17,300 of which was raised by
For all mankind th at hidden scroll un
furled.
public subscription, and $15,000 by the
Where God might write anew the story
town.
J
of the World.
9
Standing on the corner of the East
—Edward Everett Hale.

4
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T H E BUSY B A P T IS T S

+

HAULED BY HUGE LOCOMOTIVES
H otel M en's Drive Q u e e red *
*
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Sim pson — N ew S tate ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ •j
The sleep of a laboring man is
sweet whether he eat little or much;
C hairm an Suggested
but the abundance of the rich will
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

not suffer him to sleep.—Eccl. 5:12.

Every-Otber-Day

Rockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, O ctober 8, 1932

REDOUBLE

C om e T o the Close of T h eir
9 9 th Y ear In a S tate of
C hurch Prosperity

S A V E Li Y O U R
F U E L B IL L

The annual meeting of the First
Baptist Church Wednesday evening
Hundreds of owners of Glenwood Furnaces throughout Knox
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
saw large attendance and was preced
County will testify that a Glenwood Furnace will save one-quarter
ed by one of those excellent suppers
the fuel cost for a season's use.
which the Woman's Association is so
For President
expert in furnishing. The business
The coat of a Glenwood
hour that followed was presided over
HERBERT C. HOOVER
Furnace is now lower
by the pastor, Rev. J. C. MacDonald,
than any time during
of California
the reading of reports disclosing a
the past twenty years.
busy year in the several church de
We have every size in
For Vice President
partments, in particular the various
class organizations, good accounts be
stock. We give you a
CHARLES CURTIS
ing given of each of them.
price completely in
The
treasurer
of
benevolences,
E.
or Kansas
stalled by expert Glen
J. Morey, reported a total of $2597.01
wood workmen.
t o C b r i u expended in th at department of
church work. The Sunday school
A DOWN EAST POET
Terms can be arranged
secretary and treasurer, Miss Flor
so you can buy and
ence A. Pliilbrook. reported $583.58
take the whole year to
Another book of poems by Wilbert
expended, with a balance of $330.30
pay. I t is surprising to
Snow is always welcome. "Down
1
lemaining in the treasury of th a t de
know the low price of a
.2 2 Jr ?
Rockland’s Tire Store
partment. There was a total Sunday
East" is just off the press, supple
Glenwood
completely
school
attendance
of
13,709,
or
an
menting his "Maine Coast" and “The
installed.
With the pulling power of 3400 Portland, as a p art of a plan by
average of 264 for the year. Miss
Inner Harbor" and fulfilling all that
horses, these Leviathans of the rails which through engine runs on the
You can have the single
Alice C. Erskine's report as member
earlier promise out of which lovers
pipe style or a sine fur
ship clerk presented a total church
commenced Tuesday hauling through Maine Central and Boston & Maine
between Bangor and Boston will im
29x4.40 $3.59. Tube .95 membership of 716, of which 503 are
nace th at carries heat
of real poetry’ have taken delight.
freight trains of the Maine Central prove service for Maine shippers and
to every room in the
lesidcnt.
Maine has such poets in its list but
between Bangor and Boston. These receivers of freight.
29x4.50 3.89. Tube 1.00
house. A Glenwood is
Other reports were by J. W. Rob
engines weighing 337 tons when
none of them that we recall brings to
The longest train ever hauled on
almost a permanent in
30x4.50 3.95. Tube .9 5 inson, church treasurer, showing
ready for service, carry 24 tons of the Maine Central by a single loco
us just the sustained tang of the seavestment as they wear
healthful financial conditions; by
coal
and
18.000
gallons
of
water.
motive
was
on
Sept.
24
On
th
at
day
for many years.
28x4.75 4.63. Tube 1.00 Mrs. Florence Reach for Missionary
coast and the people living upon it
They cost approximately $100,000 a train of 130 cars was handled be
Society, Mrs. J. C. MacDonald for
that one savors in the verse of this
each.
tween Waterville and Portland. The
Religious Education, Miss Virginia
Maine
Central
engine
crews
will
writer, native to these scenes and the
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life of the people which he brings
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of touch. His "Taking Away the
C O TTO N IS C O M IN G
$5.24
Mr. MacDonald spoke upon the
Banking" we never cease to think
program for the coming year, which
Rockland. Maine
W ork of H enry A. H ow ard A n d Will Be U sed For the
upon as illustrative of his style, and
marks the church centennial, it hav
here we find in this latest volume
ing been founded February 2, 1832.
G ets Special Recognition
Benefit of the Needy and
During these 99 years,' he said, 1550
additional examples of this quality
In “ T he E ducator’’
Distressed
have been baptized and 550 received
2 Gallons 90c
of observation and depiction which
by letter, a total of 2100. an average
set his poems in a class by themselves
12c Quart
The current issue of The Educator,
Mrs John H. Flanagan, chairman
of 21 a year. The slogan for the new
In “Conflict" it reaches back to the
which is published in Columbus, of the local Red Cross committee for
year, he suggested, should be "One
45c 4 Quarts
hundred new members, in apprecia
day of his beginnings.
Ohio, and devoted to education, handling yardage of Government
57c 5 Quarts
tion of God's 100 years of unfailing
handwriting and engrossing, devotes cotton has called a meeting for
The sea is forever quivering.
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The shore forever still;
a full page to samples of Henry A. Tuesday afternoon a t 2.30 at the
unanimous vote of the meeting the Miss Geraldine Sprague, Box 104, Long Cove ................................ 20,100
And the boy who is born in a sea
No charge for changing
Howard's penmanship and scroll C.M.P. club room. 447 Main street,
coast town
slogan was adopted.
Is born with a dual will;
These officers and committees were Miss Mary A. Johnson, 169 South Main Street, Rockand..................... 24,450
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elected
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Greasing,
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There is a strong feeling among author of Gaskell's Compendium. It ccntral distributing station or com Union, will be held at his late resi
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Like hyssop drifting from an altar stair R epublicans at this tune throughout conUined specimens of the writing mittee, whose business it will be to dence, 41 Warren street a t 2 o'clock i Snow.
Membership Committee — Deacons, Mrs. Irving Simpson, North Haven ........................................................ 25,200
How can I feel alone when great clouds the State that the effort to eliminate
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that mecea where so many penmen
A gilding gull descending from the sky.
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the joiners trade, at which he worked Chairman of Missionary Society. Mrs. Victor F. Atwood, 493 Main Street, Rockland .............
months *
high.
Saint Francis might call brothers were
C onvention In B an g o r Last until morning, so enrolled in the eve
Two sewing machines are to be for a time in Hope, before going to President of Women's Association. Mrs. Helen Blanchard, 9 Jefferson Street, Rockland ...............
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he here.
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j Dalzell. Mrs. Abbie Hanscom. Mrs. i Miss Gladys M. Grant, 5 Fulton Street, Rockland ..............................
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ciation to be held in Bangor Oct.26-28. N H A siender CUrly haired young
panion for 42 years. Additional sad
With the sonnet, which we have al- The pre-convention feature on Wed- feyiow in shirt sleeves, was writing “The First Mrs. Fraser” To Be Pre ness is lent to the severing of this | Hope Brewster, Ralph Stickney, the Miss Lcnore W. Benner, 34 Pleasant Street, Rockland ......................... 20,200
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“Three years later, while attending Burns Mantle as one of the 10 great- son avenue. An expert workman, man..
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Treasurer of Communion Fund— Mrs. Mervin Harriman, 4 Fulton Street, Rockland ..............................
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Director of Religious Education—
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Mrs. Amber Childs, Waldoboro ................................................................ 18,700
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hold tired shags upon his I a concert b y . two all-state school of the writing master. Their first Public Library, and in Camden next his final breakdown. He was in Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald.
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musical organizations, an orchestra school was in the villlage of South Thursday night for Camden District tensely devoted to his artisanship.
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And fog and storm have bullied ub s j Warren of Brunswick, and a band I Q{ Herbert M Lord,”the High School
An especially good performance Is 1with notable skill many of the articles Hanscom. Mrs. Evelyn McKusic.
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Mrs. Helen Perry, Waldoboro .................................................................
25.300
The glad note ln the gulls is here again under the direction of Frank J. Rigoj teacher, who later became Director given by Atwood Levensaler in the which found an attractive and useful
Sunday School Officers
Mrs. Florence Ames, West Meadow Road. Rockland ............................
23,750
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of Portland These organizations are Oenera] jn the Philippines, and aft- role of the son. Ninian. It has been purpose in his household.
Superintendent—Charles H. Morey. Mrs. C. E. Wentworth, 51 Gleason Street, Thomaston ......................... 22,700
The madness they have revelled ln: each composed of about 160 students wno [ erwards took charge of Uncle Sam's some time since people have had a
Mr. Benner 15 years ago united
Assistant Superintendents—G. Carl
Mrs. William E. Hyler, Cushing ....................... ......................................
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We should be glad on any accour.1, gaged include Dr. Anna Cordts, ele- ducted schools In Thomaston. W ar son's experience on the professional member of Knickerbocker Class—ever
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer Mrs. W. J. Whitney. Friendship................................................................
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because even when his head is in the I State University;
Morize. latter place that he first met Edwir by Adelvn Bushnell and Marshall worth as a citizen always appreciated.
Intermediate Superintendent—Mrs.
professor of French literature. Har L. Brown his present partner and co Bradford, insures a most com petent! He is survived bv his wdfe, two J. Charles MacDonald.
Helen Thompson, Port Clyde .................................................................. 20,300
clouds his feet remain solidly plant vard University; Dr. W alton Brooks
worker for more than forty years.
performance since local audiences are step-daughters. Mrs. George T.
Mrs. Cyrus A. Hilt, St. George ................................................................. 19,950
Assistant—Miss Virginia Egan.
ed among the people of Maine, who McDaniel, professor of Latin, Univer"After completing his High School familiar with the previous clever Stewart of Rockland, and Mrs. Ber
Junior Superintendent—Mrs. Hope Mrs. Frank Harris, Qlenmerc .................................................................. 21,100
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can understand him and whom he
course, Mr. Howard was offered a po work of the following members: Doris tha Lawson of Lexington, Mass. To Brewster.
Mrs. Judson Young, Matinicus ................................................................
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Assistant—Mrs. H. W. Frohock.
understands.
"Down East" is a Bragg, professor of education, Boston sition as teacher in the Rockland Brewster. Grace Rollins, Helen Elliot, these daughters, and the former's
A. Dorothy Knowlton, Crlehaven ............................. ............................
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easily take it up for a moment's asso Mesick, Simmons College; Dr. Ralph ing joined by Edwin L. Brown.
checked today a t McDonald's drug been given blood relations. Mr. Ben
Mrs. A. M. Pierson, Spruce H ead............................................................... 19.250
Assistant—Mrs. Addle Rogers.
"He taught commercial branches store in Thomaston, and at Foster’s ner Is also survived by a sister. Mrs.
ciation with scenes and folks to us Beatley, School of Education. Har
Beginners' Superintendent — Mrs. Mrs. William A. Alien, Stonington ......................................................... 18,700
vard University and many others of 36 years. Twelve years ago they dis Quality Shop in Camden next Tues Clara Rcbbins and brother. Tillson ! Hattie Richards.
familiar as household words.
Mary E. Hall, Glencove ........................................................................... 20,100
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W. Benner; together with two
Cradle Roll Superintendent—Mrs.
Mrs. Andrew Rokes, R. F. D. 2, Liberty .................................................
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-----------------ly notable.
nephews, William Robbins and Guv Fred A Carter.
entire time to tvhat was then a side
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New Low Rates at Fireproof G a Benner; .a niece. Miss Helen Robbins,
Assistant—Mrs. Charles H. Morey. Mrs. Guy Peaslee, Washington ....... ...............................................M........ 20,600
_____
arranged will be a French play under have built up their present business rage. Heated, dead storage for the and a great-granddaughter. Miss
Home Department Superintendent Mrs. Ethel Moody, Union ...................................................... ................ 24,700
Lately in this column allusion was 1the direction of Madame Beaupre of with customers in every State, Can- j winter, $3..50 per month.
Anita Stewart.
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| —Mrs. Lettie Whitten.
Mrs. Dora Perry, Appleton ...................................................................... 20,100
the Bangor High School for the mod- ada. and many foreign countries.”
—
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made to a prospective visit to our ern language department.
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................ 21,200
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city by the representative of a Boston
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Edna Mrs. William Davis, Clark Island .................. ....................................... 20,100
Kathleen Burke of Chicago was
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gestion that a certain phase of busi
Mrs. Raymond Ludwig. Hope ..................................................................
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A cinema actor, suing for a breach chosen to impersonate the “Panther
ness reciprocity might in such cases of contract, described himself7as the Woman" role in the forthcoming
Miss Hattie M. Wotton, Friendship................................................. ......... 21.7C0
PA RK T H E A T R E
Mrs. Roy Simmons, Round Pond ............................................................. 14,759
in lieu of taxes, be established greatest actor in the world.
Hollywood production. She is 5 feet.
He was too sensible and industrious for that. Fourteen years ago
One of his friends took him to task 6 inches in height and weighs 120
Mrs. Mary B. Ordway, Liberty ................................................................ 18,350
through the donation of a percentage
he commenced to buy five shares in the ROCKLAND LOAN &
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"I know," reolied the actor, "it must fessional experience. Judging from
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Coupled with it was a hint that our have sounded somewhat conceited, portraits. Miss Burke resembles in
comes Monday and Tuesday. The Mrs. Frrd II. Ames, Thomaston .......... ........... ......................................
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story is set on the ranch owned by J. II. P. MacAlman, 55 Broad Street, Rockland ......................................... 21,700
lady readers pass on the suggestion but remember. I was on oath.”—To- quite a marked degree Miss Lillias
in 168 months. Very good you say. But the Association made that
Farrel MacDonald, an old patriarch Mrs. Flora M. Carter, R. F. D. 3, Waldoboro .......................................... 20,659
Reed of Owl's Head who was an en
to the salesman when he called. Evi lonto Globe.
good better. Every six months it gave him a generous dividend.
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two later the editor received this let
has his eye on the ranch and on Mies Marie T. Morris, Tenant's Harbor ................................. ................
England for the finals.
IFor The Courier-Gazette I
Sally Blane, daughter of MacDonald's Mrs. George L. Swears, Vinalhaven ........................................................ 20,700
ter from the furrier house:
To be kind to all I chance to meet.
The last six months it was
dead partner. His son, he plans, will Miss Grace Wentworth, Kearsmont ...........................’.......................... 20,200
“Dear Sir: May I offer some help To be cheerful to them, whom I may
greet,
marry her. Meanwhile Scott, a young Miss Izelle Andrews, 11 Pleasant Street, Rockland .............................. 18,700
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in the form of this check to a real To be life-loving, and, loving, be meek.
surveyor, arrives to check the boun Miss Florence M. West, West Rockport ................................ ................. 24,200
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do feel th a t you are better qualified To ever be giving, then to forget.
discovers that Landau and MacDon Mrs. Alice Emery, Owl's Head ................................................ ................. 16,200
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to see th a t this help goes to the To Joyfully owe a friendship’s debt,
.......................................... 21,250
alds son have had dealings—the lat Pauline McLoon Rogers, Fort Fairfield
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proper institution. Mav I assure you To live, and love, and laugh—and yet
ter, a weak character, is in debt to Mrs. Raymond Simonton, Star Route, Camden ..................................
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th a t we are grateful for the oppor Never tn a mold let my life be set.
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PHILIP M OO RADIAN
To weep, my soul ln tears to lave.
heart—and In Miss Blane's too.
M a in St. O p p . P er ry ’s M a rk et
sender received a becoming acknowl To live, to die—life's road to pave
70 Park St. Rockland. Tel. 818
120-tf
Children’s
matinee
Tuesday
at
4
D. Louise Grinnell.
97Stf
o'clock, Admission io cen ts—adv.
edgment.
Union, Oct. 7.
Joseph W. Simpson of York, Maine
member of the Republican National
Committee is some unpopular in
many sections of the State. His
lesignation is being suggested in
many quarters because of his con
nection with the National Hotel Men’s
Association.
That organization came into Maine
and battled hammer and tongs
against Republican candidates in
each of the Congressional districts.
The money and workers wlrcli the
hotel men put into the campaign un
questionably helped to bring about
the overturn in the Second and Third
districts, it is declared.
Using this as the background those
who are saying that National Com
mitteeman Simpson ought to climb
down and out of that organization
assert that he was a party to the de
feat of candidates Nelson and
Bretvster. They say this was also a
factor in the defeat of Burleigh
Martin for the governorship, so that
which ever way it is figured. Mr.
g lmpson was indirectly opposing the
party whose National committeeman
he was.
Whether this sentiment h as been
communicated to Mr. Simpson is not
known. Usually such things are
talked a lot before the one interested
ever hears of the matter. I t may be
so in this instance. Again the matter
may never reach beyond the talking
station. At this time, though these
who have this feeling are insisting
that there'll be a lot of things doing
when the next Republican State con
vention meets in 1934 They arc de
claring that the delegation to the
next National convention won't re 
elect Mr. Simpson as National com
mitteeman in the event he retains his
present seat there until th a t time.
If all the changes now predicted,
promised, assured and under con
sideration come true the Republican
organization in Maine will be a de
cidedly changed cne. There'll be a lot
of new faces in the various county
and district committees as well as in
the State Committee.
Men interested in the campaign
of the past summer in Nluinc are
severe ln their criticism They don't
exactly blame the committees for the
overthrow, but assert they helped the
mess along.
So far only one definite proposal
has been made for a change in the
m ^ b e r IPThe5Governor's
R Walton, member oi tne g o v ern o r.
Council from Androscoggin County
a n d c h a irm a n of the Androscoggin
County Committee, would make
good
chairman of the State organiza*
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TALK O F THE TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 8 (Football)—Rockland High vs
Camden High at Community Park.
Oct. 8—Limerock Valley Pomona meets
with
Wessaweskeag
Grange, South
Thomaston.
Oct. 10—First meeting of ParentTeacher Association.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 13—Meeting of State Advisory
Board, Maine Society. D. A. R , Congre
gational Church.
Oct. 14—Opening meeting of Rubin
stein Club, subject the Eastern Music
Camp.
Oct. 14-15—State Congress of ParentTeacher Associations at Rockland.
Oct. 15—Opening of the Rockland
Thrift Shop.
Oct. 18—Rockport—Masonic School of
Instruction at Masonic hall.
Oct. 19—Annual meeting of Knox-Lin
coln Farm Bureau.
Oct. 20—First meeting of Baptist Men’s
League
Oct. 21—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Annie Stevens. Talbot avenue
Octi* 28—-Penobscot 'view" Grange an— fair
------nual
at -------Grange....
hall.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Nov. 1—Simonton—Farm Bureau Dis
trict Meeting at Community hall.
Nov.’ 2—Unlversalist Fair.
Nov. 3—Election Day.
_______ ___
Nov. 11—Armistice
Day.
Nov 18-19 — Camden — Meguntieook
Grange Fair
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
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“What Can We Believe About The Bible?”
Can Men Write a Book Today That Can Take Its Place?
If Not; Why Not?
Is Its History Fact or Fiction?
Sermon by

J. CH AR LES M acDONALD
at the

FIRST BAPTIST C H U R C H
SU N D A Y EVENING, OCTOBER 9, at 7.15
YOU’LL BE GLAD YOU CAME

Mrs. Frances Wickersham, who has
been spending the summer at Owl's
Head, left this morning for her home
in asnington, D. C.
Miss Edna Gregory is conducting
classes in piano in the Rockport
schools, continuing work begun with
marked success last year.
Next week will see tne completion
of the new highway through Lincoln
ville Beach—all except the new bridge
which is to span Ducktrap.

IN TH E
CHURCHES

m

e

The current121*lt
issue of the Maine |
Register
is at hand. It may not be
Claremont Commandery. K. T. will
Attractions at Strand Theatre
have a special conclave Monday next week are: Monday and Tuesday, one of the ten best sellers, but it’s
night.
“Blonde Venus," with Marlene Die powerful handy on one's business desk.
Model 314 Complete
trich; Wednesday and Thursday,
with 7 Majestic Tubes
Almon
Bird
of
the
letter
carrier
and Federal tax paid
Members of the Scribblers Club are "Tiger Shark," wiCh Edw. G. Robin service enters today upon the second
reminded that all entries for the con- son; Friday and Saturday, "War Cor week of his vacation. After a short
J test must be submitted not later than respondent," with Jack Holt.
visit in Gardiner and vicinity, he
Oct. 2().
plans to journey to the White Moun
Miss Louise Geddes Fiske has a tains.
position
as
industrial
nurse
with
the
The annual Grange fair at Maple
Grange hall, North Waldoboro, takes well known firm of Ginn & Com
Mrs. Millie Thomas. State vice I
SERMONETTE
place next Tuesday night. Chicken pany, publishers, in Cambridge, president of the Relief Corps, made
Mass., and begins her new duties her official inspection of Lafayette
j supper to be served at 6 o’clock.
S Y N C H R O -S IL E N T T U N IN G
there Oct. 31. Coming from the Den Carver Corps, Vinalhaven, Tuesday, ! Two Priests and a Sick Woman
nison
Manufacturing
Company
in
Livingstone
made
a
great
dis
being
guest
for
the
night
of
Mrs;
------------------i Col. F. S. Philbrick gave a graphic
covery during his early expe
WEATHER
| story of his recent trip to Springfield, Framingham after 11% years Miss Harry Wilson.
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
Fiske was with the American Optical
riences in Africa, that love would
There is no letting up in the rains 111., where he attended the National Company in Southbridge, Mass.,
beget
love.
Time
and
again
he
Prize
winners
in
bridge
at
the
card
‘
th at have manifested themselves with GA,^_the
where she has been for the past 1% party last evening under auspices of
won his way out of the most dan
copiousness since we got away from of Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs- years as industrial nurse.
D U O -D IO D E
D E T E C T IO N
gerous situations by exerting
the American Legion Auxiliary were
the drouth which laid so sore a hand day evening.
kindness.
Mrs.
W.
H.
Anderson,
Mrs.
Raymond
upon agriculture during the early
Kindness is something th at is
The Thrift Shop is to be in the Cross, Mrs. Lawrence Leach, Mrs. .
summer. Yesterday was another of ] TMailip Hupper had only one foreV IS U A L -L IT E T U N IN G D IA L
in the Salvation Army block, I Carolyn Page, Mrs. Lucius York, Mrs. i understood by every people. It
those days which further added to ! finger when he returned to Criehaven rooms
is the universal touchstone. It
lake and wells and cisterns, promis- this week. Amputation of the other Main street, formerly occupied by the J Evie Perry, Mrs. Vesta Kalloch, Mrs.
Club, the use of them being Streeter Webster, Mrs. Roy Estes and ! was understood by the barbarous
ing full banks for the winter, and ■was necessitated when it became bad- BPW
TWIN SUPER-DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
African. Of the great Wabemba
donated
Salvation Army As- Levi Flint; in 63, Eugene Lamb. The
succeeded this morning by cloudless ly ;ja n g le d while he was chopping sociation,bya the
tribe however it was said that the
gracious
act
which
i
s
;
hostesses
for
this
successful
party
skies, a tart northwest wind and at! | wood.
Model 307 Complete
much appreciated.
The official were Mrs. Blanche Morton, Mrs. Inez j British could never rule them
the evidences of an auspicious shop- ,
------with 11 Majestic Tubes
without military subjection.
opening will take place Saturday, , piint and Mrs. Clara Kelsey.
and Federal tax paid
_ of Camden
ping day. Thermometer at 7 o'clock G eorge..............
Keating
In 1894 into their chief town
Oct. 15, and the rooms to be open I
_____
stood at 49. rising in the next hour to bpJd j Qr
November grand jury each forenoon next week to receive i Mrs. Eleanor Libby of Senter
came two humble Catholic priests.
52. Sez Rideout in his 8 o clock i a i yesterday when arraigned before clothing, furniture and other articles, cran e is having a vacation.—Walter
They were told th at if they did
message: “Today Will be a fine day t
Justice c s Roberts On the
will be in demand, antici- Kimball has just returned from his I not leave Lobemba in one day they
over Southern New England The cl^i'ge of assaulting an officer. Bail Clothing
would be killed. Even as the dis
pating the winter's need, and people j annual vacation, and Miss Pearl
sky will be clear, with bright sun was furnished in the sum of $500. 1are urged to make a thorough over- Leach returns Monday.—Mrs. Pearl
heartening and cruel message was
shine. ft little bit warmer. Wind west
------hauling to find clothing which can ! Fifleld and Miss Low of the Vinal- I being delivered they saw an old
to northwest, with fresh velocity at
woman lying on the ground.
It's
use(L ln its original state or suit- haven store have been at the Rock
times, shifting today to the north.
_ not . exactly news if you see .a
She was ln great pain; they
land store this week, while Miss Ann j
Temperature 56. Sunday, fair and horse towing an automobile; but it is able to make over for children.
stopped, washed and dressed the
-------1McLaughlin has been at Vinalhaven.
news when an automobile tows a
See and hear these New Majestic Radios at our store.
wanner.
wound and made her comfortable.
A former Rockland girl, Leila Me- —Miss Margaret King is demonhotse. And that’s what a Rockland
Many
amazing new features. Unheard of values,
“These
people
love
men,"
was
Alister
Speed,
took
part
in
the
restrating
the
Barbara.
Gould
line
of
man reports seeing in a neighboring
whispered. The message spread
Leroy Williams has moved lrom 23 towp one day this week. Attached to cent “night before" banquet of the treatment cosmetics this week.
prices are the lowest in the history of Majestic.
as it did in Christ's day, and out
McLoud street to 19 Orange street.
-------Massachusetts Republican Club, figthe horse was a load of wood.
came the sick and suffering.
uring there in her' capacity of State ! Montville’s lively fair will be held
Eight beautiful new models, priced from
That night the Catholic fathers
The Ladies’ Aid of Cushing will
Masonic school of instruction for Committee-woman from Ward 18 Tuesday and Wednesday with an exwere told they could stay yet an
serve supper at the Town hall next theA 9th
(Mattapani
of
the
8th
Suffolk
Senaceptional
array
of
attractions
includDistrict will be held at Rocktorial District. It was the first time , ing the biggest racing card ever pre- I other day. They ministered to
Wednesday a t 5.30.
j port, Oct. 18, with Samuel B. Furbish,
them eleven days and were invited
The Browne CffiTwili meet Wed- ! ^ ^ l e c t u r e r , in charge^ The first the ward had been represented on ] sented there. Chick Taylor will
to spend there the rest of their
the state committee. Mrs. Speed was ; plunge each day from a plane 3,000
lives.
nesday evening with Mrs. Helen sessipn will be at 1.30. Supper will marked for th a t honor through the , feet- in the air and the Newport Band
. be served at 6 by Harbor Light Chap- unanimous choice of the ward com- {will be on hand all the time. A new
The mission stations of the
Perry, Mechanic street.
ten. O.E.S.. followed by an evening mittee because, as they declared, i public address system has been in- : White Fathers are today in every
Col. F. S. Philbrick left this morn : session.
"she had long been known as an able Istalled. Montville fair always at- i section of Lobemba. The love of
God in his humble priests did
worker for the party.” Mrs. Speed tracts many Rocklandites and this
ing for an inspection tour among .
E. J. Hellier attended th e meeting comes from one of Rockland's : year’s stellar race card will tend to
more than military force could
Sons of Union Veterans' camps.
have accomplished, for it was
----of the Savings Bank Association of staunch Republican families of an draw more than ever.
done by friendliness. Five years
Albert Libby of 15 Union lane is Marne m Lewiston Thursday. Among earlier day
_ . .
. . , ■ __ js tnnlrK rtisniiRSPrl tux tbo nmsIhlht.iPA
later British rule was established,
Seventeen members of the BPW
again confined to his bed. his condi topics discussed was the possibilities
William A. Holman.
Club enjoyed one o f the Sweet Shop’s
tion having taken a turn for the of a central fund similar to that now
In
preparation
of
a
cnorus
gioup
functioning In Massachusetts and to be presented at the State Federa chicken dinners Thursday night, then !
worse.
SUPERHETERODYNE
New York. Another meeting will be tion of Music Clubs at Lewiston- adjourned for the monthly business
Services will be held at th« In 
George H. Williams of 109 South he|d in December
Auburn Friday, Oct, 28, about 20 meeting. Miss Margaret King was a graham Hill chapel Sunday at 2.30,
Main street, picked ripe raspberries 1
members of the Rubinstein Club met special guest and gave an interesting ' conducted by the Salvation Army.
A
well
known
county
official
who
on hi? premises yesterday. He found
• • • •
yesterday at the home of Mrs. Faith talk on beauty culture, and distribut- ,
listened
to
the
recent
Hoover
broadnot onlv the berries but blossoms.
G. Berry. With Mrs. Nettie Averill ed enticing samples. Plans for the j
_____
cast, sat up in amazement when he 5t the piano and Mrs. Berry con State executive board meeting to be I At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal),
Local horse circles regret the de- heard a call for his short wave sta- ducting a profitable rehearsal took held in this city next Saturday were Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for
parture of M. Frank Donohue’s n aty I tion issuing through the speaker. He place. Another will be held next discussed at length. Among the visit- . tomorrow will be appropriate for the
pacer Black Ebony, which has been was soon disillusioned, however, for Friday following the club's first ors will be Mrs. Lottie Mitchell. State 20th Sunday after Trinity: Holy
Authorized Dealers for Majestic,
sold to Alanson Bryant of Searsmont.; the call was found to be the work meeting of the season, and then an president of Saco. Mrs. Bertha communion at 7.30; church school at
T h e'te ed had a mark of 2.09.
, of »’practical joker. F urther particu- other on the following Monday after French was named chairman of 9.30; matins and sermon a t 10.30;
Bjiiko and Lyric Radios
_____
I lars may be obtained by calling noon at 2 o'clock a t Mrs. Berry's transportation, Mrs. June Kalloch of vespers at 7.30 p. m
•
•
•
•
R O C K LA N D . M A IN E .
Ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner ad- | W1CRD.
home. All chorus members must the luncheon Saturday r.oon,. and
dressed a Democratic powwow in Bel
At the Congregational Church to
have attended three rehearsals to Mrs. Exxy Perry for reservations.
Guy Beane of Freeport, a teacher sing in the chorus a t the Federation Headquarters will be at The Thorn morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
fast last night, being called from the
i William Magna, President General
KNOX MEMORIAL INVITES
bench to bat for Congressman-elect of contract bridge, instructed the meeting.
dike, the luncheon to take place at preach on the subject, "What about
,
C U SH IN G
' of N.S.D.A.R , at Montpelier, ThomMoran, who was' unable to be present. local. Rotarians, Rotary Anns and
the Country Club. All members of this man Gahndi?” The Sunday
, aston, at 3 o'clock, October 13. There
The
Knox
Memorial
Association
guests yesterday in the mysteries of
Lloyd Miller and Herbert Moore are cordially invites its members, local will be a general committee meeting
Tne Woman’s Missionary Society the local club who plan to attend School will convene at noon. The
A few miles make a vast difference third hand play, using the stereoptiComrades
of
The
Way
will
hold
their
luncheon
and
meeting
are
asked
to
staying
at
Wesley
Iftney’s
camp,
in the weather map. Over at Lincoln con. Frank Poland of Boston ano w e ^ s d w ^ i t ^ M r s Ethelvn Fro- notify Mrs. Perry early.
and visiting Daughters of the Ameri of members of the Association and
first meeting of the fall in the vestry while they are digging clams here.
County Fair in Damariscotta Thurs- Dr. Archie Green of Camden were ^
“ leader Mrs F ohock Tead
can Revolution, and Knox County the two D.A.R. Chapters in charge of
at 6.30.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sampson
of
Fryeburg
dav a heavy rain was falling, while visiting Rotarians and the interested " £
[ d ' “ ' £ °hock r^ d
Sons of the American Revolution to arrangements, on Monday afternoon,
• **•
"We are not expecting any set-up.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Crouse
of
in this city we were conveying to each Rotary Anns were Mrs. J. A. Jame- ,ro™
attend the reception to Mrs. Russell Oct. 10, at 3 o'clock.
i but we do look for victory" said
I
Chatham,
N.
H.,
are
occupying
the
Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor of the
other the somewhat obvious informa- son. Mrs. A. L. Bird, Mrs. A^W. Foss
B l X s ' F o ^ Coach Olsen yesterday, commenting
Church will use for his Flint cottage for a few days.
tion that it was “a fine day.
and Mrs. C. H. Duff. The guests in- : t,rjef articles were read bv members upon this afternoon’s football game Methodist
Misses Katheryn and Marietta
morning subject tomorrow “Facing
_____
: eluded Kennedy Crane, F. A. Thornwith
Camden
High.
Lee
Thomas,
one
the responsibility of sin.” The an Rcbbins of Port Clyde have been
Camden High which plays at Com- dike. F. C. Black. Earl Baron. Walker f ^ c e f f i e r of O u ^ F a h h ’’'“A p S o ^
of the most reliable backs, is out of thems will be “How manifold are guests of relatives in town this week.
munity Park this afternoon is smart- Fii^eld. E. S. Orbeton, Harold E. T^tim onv ” and ’’World Netehbor- the game with a sprained wrist, but
thy works,” Clare, and “Incline thine
H. L. Killeran attended the fair at
ing under its defeat of last Saturday Jackson, B. B. Smith and W. W.
hood.” Mrs. Frohock gave an inter' will be O. K. for the Winslow game ear," Himmel. Sunday School meets Damariscotta Wednesday.
when it was defeated 39 to 0 by Liver- [ Spear,
the
15th.
Either
Accardi
or
R.
Thomas
esting talk on the life and works of
at noon and Epworth League a t 6
F. A. Crute has employment a t F.
more Falls, and is more than ever d e - ,
,,
-nctino I Dr David Livingstone, whose work j will take his place along with PieOFFERS
termined to make a come-back bv afThe
attendance at the cooking amQng thp peop]es of Africa from trosky Kar, and Hooper filling the o'clock. The 7.15 subject will be L. Killeran's mille.
“Doing
the
best
we
know,”
Tuesday
Thursday
night’s
storm
brought
a
fixing the IndiM sign upon Rockland school being con^cted th ^ week a t , 184Q (Q lg72 b,azed the (rail for j ofcher backfield posts. Hellier and
evening prayer service is at 7.15.
wind of gale force, which did damage
High today. The spirit of n \a ry
g
Jpartllv ' ctlri£tian living in that country. ! Shepherd will start at ends; Ames
*• «*
in several places nearby, among tne
tween the Rockland and Camden o,.
Sp{ctnn
Wpii nvpr Ml ’ Mrs- Keacl1 spoke briefly of the need \ and Yeager, tackles; Doyle and Perry,
At First Church of Christ, Scien boats and craft at the shore.
horts is not quite
0,d a$ .
K
intArestpd women and the final of clothinB and other articles to make guards; and Crockett, center. "The
Mrs. Mary Olson is to serve as
Mountain and Mt. Battle but is about inbhested ,d°™da a, 3 o-*!0ck wU up a box to be sent to Miss Martha spirit of the boys a t the High School tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
A H om e Company and Local Investment
‘housekeeper at the next ladies aid
as strong. So today we shall see what meeting, held today at 3 ociock, win H
,, Pnrt Rj. n
IJ ; _
.
*
streets,
Sunday
services
are
at
10.30
has
taken
a
sudden
turn
for
the
bet
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
supper
to
beheld
at
Town
hall
Oct.
12,
we shall see
! undoubtedly exceed th a t number. oweu’ ro n o Klcoter," said Olsen.
"Sixteen new and the subject of the lesson sermon when supper will be served at 5.30.
Miss Libby showed her skill as a pubtomorrow
will
be
“Are
Sin,
Disease,
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
The membership drive of the Par- youngsters have come out this week. and Death Real?" Sunday School is
Mr. and Ifrs. S. H. Olson and chil
The Courier-Gazette several weeks licity agent as wfell as her culinary
ent-Teacher
Association
opens
toraising
the
number
of
the
squad
from
Free
From Normal Federal Income Tax
dren
John
and
Ida
have
returned
ago told how Roy Estes, president of \ a r t by proving to the entire satisat 11.45. Wednesday evening testi
the G. A. Lawrence Co., had b een ; faction of newspaper representatives day, with Mrs. E. L. Toner again 23 to 39, and if the town would show mony meeting is a t 7.30. The read from a visit -with her parents and
Par
V
alue $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
buncoed out of his automobile by a ! the truth of the old adage that all lending her efficient services as ; a similar change in spirit it would not ing room is located at 400 Main other relatives in North Easton,
February,
May,
A u gust and Novem ber 1st. Callable
be
long
before
Rockland
occupied
a
Mrs. Olson’s sister-in-law
young man whom he had befriended j blondes can make excellent chocolate ' chairman. Her captains are: Wara
street, and is open week days from Mass.
in Chicago. Yesterday he was a lot cato.
J b.Mrs._Addie Rogers, Spruce street; place in football circles that would 2 until 5 p. m.
Mrs. Albert McLeod and three chil
as
a
whole
or
in
part
a t $ 105 a share.
Ward 2, Mrs. Willis H. Anderson be to its credit.”
dren came with them for a three
• • • •
surprised to hear from an insurance!
T
his
stock,
issued
under the approval of the
weeks visit, when her husband Is to
The meeting of the Parent-Teach- , Warren street; Ward 3. Mrs. Herman
company that the car had been lo
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni motor here for them.
One of the outstanding features ol versalist
cated in Salt Lake City^Utah, and was er Association Monday evening at Hart. Willow street; Ward 4, Mrs
Public
Utilities
C
om
m
ission
is offered to investors
Church at the 10.45 service
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Austin have
still in good condition. He is now in the High School auditorium will be Maynard Marston. Masonic street; the State Congress of Parent-Teach- will have as his topic, "The child in
at
a
price
of
$98.00
per
share
and accrued interest,
correspondence
view—to-____
seeing
importance
and _
interest,
| Ward 5, Mrs. H. M., deRochemont, er Associations meeting in Rockland. the church." The quartet will sing returned from their home in Win
__ ___ with
___ - a ___
_ one
__ of
— __.
______ ___
_
how the machine may be restored to rounded out by a delightful enter- Pleasant street, Ward 6, Mrs. Israel Oct. 14-15 will be the banquet Fri- the anthem, "Christian, the morn throp, Mass., where they have been
yielding a little m ore than 6 ', per annum .
the past few weeks.
him. It is an Oldsmobile sedan.
' tainment feature—“An Appreciation Snow. Mechanic street; Ward 7, Mrs day night at 6.30 at the Thorndike
sweetly o’er thee," Harry
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Edith Maloney was in Damaris
_____
i of Geography,” a play written and F H. Wood, Old County road. The Hotel, when Mrs. Hugh Bradford of breaks
Rowe Shelley. A feature of the music cotta to attend the fair and visited
the office of the com pany, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
Albert F. Achorn, who entered the presented by grade seven pupils, ] drive will continue until Friday, Oct. Sacramento, Calif., National presi- will be violin , solos by Francis M.
cmploy of the American Express Com- Miss Mary A. Brown teacher. This 14, when announcement of results dent, will be guest of honor. This Lipovsky, whose numbers will be relatives there for a few days.
land, M aine.
Ella Maloney of Portland is visit
pany in this city 49 years ago. and who little piay was given before the Knox will be made at the State Congress will be the first time a National "Serenade,” Valdez, and “Trauing her sister Mrs. B. S. Geyer and
C am den-R ockland W ater Co.
for the past 32 years has been agent County Teachers' Convention, arous meeting here. Everyone is urged to president has ever attended a Maine merai,” Schumann.
family.
109-S-tf
al Camden, has been retired on a ing much favorable comment by its participate—the small dues of 25 convention, and no eflojt is being
**• •
Almond Burnes, when going home
pension with the closing of the Cam- excellence. A question box will be cents each making this possible. The spared to make her visit one to be
Rev.
L.
G.
Perry,
pastor
of
the
Lit
den office. A branch office has been conducted by Miss Anna Coughlin, commendable work of the Parent- long remembered for its happiness tlefield Memorial Church, will preach from this place last Monday night
opened in the Tibbetts store on Wash- and detailed plans for th e forthcom- Teacher Association requires no en and profit. Supt. E. L. Toner will at the morning service. Norman ran into a deer injuring his car and
ington street, but the automobile de- ing membership drive and State largement. Providing milk to under preside at the banquet as toastmas- , Crockett and Frank Gregory will sing killing the deer. He notified the
livery truck will now operate out of i Congress taking place in this city nourished children and caring for ter, and among the speakers, in ad- a duet. Sunday School convenes at proper authorities, who took the deer
Rockland. Rockland friends of 'Oaks" next week will be discussed. A large needy children in the schools are Dean Paul Nixon of Bowdoin. and a 11.45; young people’s meeting at and his car had to be towed home.
prominent 4-H Club leader who w ill1
are hoping th a t he will enjoy to the attendance of members is necessary. outstanding features, however.
The Carpenters’ Union has an im
conduct group games after the ban 6.15 and at 7.15 the series of meet
utmost his opportunities for rest and
-----------------At a recent meeting of the com- quet. John Taylor, secretary of the ings to be held by Dr. Samuel Rus portant session next Tuesday night.
recreation.
HENS DOING THEIR BIT
sell
will
begin.
Meetings
held
each
_____
mittee on arrangements for the re- Camd'en Y.M.C.A., will lead com
W e cater to the w orking m an, who realizes the value
Francis M. Lipovsky, young violin- Dodges Mountain Biddies Industri- I ception to be given for Mrs. Russell munity singing, and Miss Adelaide evening with the exception of Mon
A special meeting of the Junior
ist, formerly of Akron, Ohio, will be |
®«aly Working For a Record
I Magna, president general of the Na- Cross, soprano, will sing. Reserva day and Saturday, and all day the Harmony Club has been called for
and im portance of a reliable dental service, yet must
1tional D.A.R., and meeting of the tions for the banquet should be made following Sunday. Miss Olive Bragg Tuesday after school at the home of
heard at the Unlversalist Church to-------and Mrs. Evelyn Hart will furnish Mrs. Faith G Berry, to discuss trans
Maine
Daughters
of
the
American
___
_
be governed by the lim its of his incom e. W e can
as
soon
as
possible
with
Mrs.
K.
C.
morrow at 10.45 a. m. As a profesThose hens of Walter Benner’s that
to be held next Thurs- j Rankin, tele'phone 154-R. The rate music.
portation for Junior Day at Lewiston.
sional violinist his career has in- work for him at his farm on the Revolution,
•
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•
•
rilaxr
offornnnn
oF
“T
V
fry
n
”
it
_
j
a
«
___
_
__
_______
save you m oney on your dental bills.
eluded significant positions and or- mountain side arc certainly ambi- day afternoon, at “Montpelier,” it is placed at a reasonable figure.
Rally Day is to be observed a t the
voted to extend an invitation to |
Heated dead storage for the winter,
chestral connections. His work as tious creatures and full of industry- was
First
Baptist
Church
Sunday.
The
the Knox County Sons of American
MR. JUSTICE RIDDELL
nECOLITE
teacher has also been outstanding 1or suthin'.
Gas-Oxygen
Examination
pastor will give his message a t the $3.50 per month at the Fireproof.
all members of the j
121-130
He plays with beautifully colored
Mr. Benner has a lot of customers Revolution,
and Novo-Caln
PLATES
$30
morning service. The anthem will
D.A.R.,
and
members
of
the
Knox
I
From
a
Toronto
paper
of
this
week
tone and sensitive interpretation, and in town who find both his eggs and
for Painless
be "God So Loved the World," Stain
That new material
Association. The recep the following item is taken:
DIED
is the possessor of a very fine instru his cream things to delight the house Memorial
Filling
er, and “Bow Down Thine Ear,' RONEY At Jonesboro,
light, durable and
tion
is
to
be
given
in
the
oval
room
.!
Oet.
4.
William
“Little
hope
is
held
out
for
the
re

Gladly Given
ment. Mr. and Mrs. Lipovsky have wife because of their excellence, but tea being served in the carriage'
A
Specialty
Frank.
The
promotional
exercises
of
easy to keep clean
E Roney, native of Owl's Head, aged
taken apartments over Moor's drug lately there Is a special manifestation room following the reception. The covery of Hon. W. R. Riddell, justice the church school will be held at the
73 years. 1 month. 3 days. Burial al
of
the
Supreme
Court
of
Ontario
and
Forest HUI cemetery. Jonesboro.
store, and plan to make Rockland 1in respect of the eggs. This is evi- round table conference will take
noon hour. The Endeavorers will
their home for the winter at least ' ccnced by the report from a Beecli place in the library, or D.A.R. room. internationally known jurist, who meet at 6 o'clock, topic, “The New
underwent
a
major
operation
at
TOO
LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
Mrs. Lipovsky is a former Rockland ! street customer, who in a dozen eggs Mrs. Katherine St. Clair, Mrs. Etta
TEETH
Painless
Fillings $1 up
Hospital a week ago today. Life,” Thelma Russell, leader. Eve
FOUR.
six. seven or nine room unfurgirl.
jdelivered one morning this week. Stoddard. Mrs^ Maud Blodgett and Wellesley
Extractions
ning service will be at 7.15. The nlched apartm
A
Good
Set
of
Yesterday
his
condition
grew
more
ent $15 up. Inquire 11
Cleaning $ 1 up
----------------------------------- [found upon opening them, six of the Mrs. Mary Southard have been ap- critical, his physicians became more choir will sing, “The friend that JAMES ST. Tel.
upper Or lower
Novo-Cain
$J
577.
121-tf
Don’t take chances of taking cold j lot eqUiPped with double yolks,
pointed pages to serve at the re anxious and a t a late hour last night, waiteth nigh,” Macy and “I know of
Brldgrwork,
$
6
Gas-Oxygen
$
2
$15.00
by washing your own car when you
j s ncd nfis something of a record? ception and a t the morning meeting
a book,” Harkness, will be sung as
can get it washed at the Fireproof for | q-be egg editor has frequently had to to be held in the Congregational the following bulletin was issued: a duet. The second sermon in the
i
“Hiccough and a severe tvpe of pneu
F O R SALE
69c'
119-121 ! report instances of double ones, but Church,
Rockland.
Among the monia has developed and very little series on, “W hat Can We Believe?"
EE
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
.
| newer in his long experience in egg ushers for the reception will be Mrs. hope can be held out for his recov will be given at this hour. Subject,
RUUD
October is the muddy month. Keep editing has there been recorded such Clara Thurston, Mrs. Alice Karl,
“What
can
we
believe
about
the
your car washed for 69c at the Fire- a wboiesale fifty-fifty performance Mrs. Mary Southard and Mrs. Mary ery.” The news will be received in Bible?” The praise meeting comes
Instantaneous Automatic
119-127 ' as six doubles out of a collection of Ladd, from Lady Knox Chapter. this city with real sorrow, for here Tuesday evening at 7.15.
proof Garage.
Judge Riddell has a great group of
i twelye. In the presence of hens like Four each are appointed from G en friends, won during his 20 years of
that, who recognizing the general eral Knox Chapter. D.A-R.. Thomas summer visits at the Samoset and his
359 M ain Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
tightness of things are straining every ton. and the Knox Memorial Asso frequent addresses before the local 1855
1932
OVER
PALMER'S
JEWELRY
STORE
nerve to hasten the dawn of better ciation.
service clubs.
1tirties, one instinctively lifts his hat.
E. A . GLIDDEN & CO.
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
Size 4. Style F
Harvest Dinner, Universalist ves
Waldoboro and Rockland
Colds cost money, so why try to
Evenings By Appointment
Practically New
Have your car washed a t night try, Wednesday, Oct. 12, 11.30 to 1 wash your own car when you can get
Highlands
FIREPROOF G A R A G E while you sleep for 69 cents. Fire p. m. An abundance of good things it done at the Fireproof for only 69c
Can Be Seen At This Office
80Ttf
Artistic Memorials ln Stone
130-tf
119-121
proof Garage.
121-127
to eat for 35 cents.—adv.
1228-tf
119-121
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R ockland D eaths Brought
Sad T houghts— M ore Sur-ji
prises A t the Farm

With the E xtension A gents
— And T h e —

William Miller of Waltham, Mass.,
spent the weekend with his parents
at Willardham.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barter of Wallston
motored last Saturday with her son
Ollie to Massachusetts where she will ,
visit for a few weeks.
Misses Price and Dolan have re
turned to New York after spending
the summer a t their cottage on the |
Port Clyde road.
Mrs. Emma Seavey Clark of Colo- I
rado who has been visiting relatives
in town this summer is now a guest ,
of her cousin Mrs. Ida Rivers of '
Wallston. Mrs. Clark is 79 years of
age and made the trip from the West
unaccompanied.
Everett Torrey has employment in
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall have closed their J
summer cottage at Wallston and re- !
turned to their home in New Jersey.
The Sunday morning subject at the
Baptist Church will be "Under the |
Leadership of the Son of God.” The
following will receive the official “Goto-church-band" pins: Virginia Bar- |
ter, Jennie Wiley, Adele Hawkins,
Agnes Sivewright, Margaret Reid,
David Sivewright, Jr., Emily Morris.
Margaret Marriott, Jeanette Under
wood. Hilda Makenin, Gilberta Mair,
Prances Mair, Helen Matson, Edith
Seastrom. Ella Bald. Bible school at
11.5.
Christian Endeavor a t 7 in
place of preaching service, topic,
“Young people and liquor problems.”
Miss Emily Morris leader, assisted by
“Uncle Jimmie" Henderson. Mid
week service Wednesday; take your
Bibles.

THRIFT CLUB COUNT SCHEDULE
T h e following c o u n ts are allowed on all renew ed

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
subscription paym ents and all back p a y m e n ts, or
We have read, with sadness, of the
arrearages. D O U B L E T H E FO L L O W IN G SC H E D 
recent passing of some of Rockland’s
U L E F O R EN T IR E L Y NEW SU B SC R IPT IO N S.
residents, in the prime of life and ?
4,4,*M,+ + 4,4,*4,+4’++*M mM mM ,+ + v
success, men who will be greatly
A new subscriber is one who was n o t ta k in g The
against the leader of the young trees,
Agricultural
missed in the church as elsewhere
C ourier-G azette on S ept. 24. ASK F O R C O U N T S
and
in
the
case
of
pine,
make
a
crook
Our sympathy goes out to their loved
County Agent Wentworth demon
in
th
e
main
stem
of
the
tree.
Thus
ones, left to go on alone.
W H E N PA Y IN G Y O U R SU B SC R IPTIO N .
strated poultry culling on Westport
DeaUh—what is it? Those who Island Tuesday at C. E. Colby's. Plans future lumber value is greatly re
duced,”
according
to
A.
D.
Nutting,
have passed through th a t last experi were made for organizing a Farm
FIRST PERIOD
ence cannot tell us, so we can only Bureau in the community. H. A extension forestry specialist, who says
guess what it is. I know what it is Swanton and Fred Greenleaf have th a t some care is needed in a ma
U n til O ct. 29
to lie on a bed of sickness and pain, been members of the organization jority of plantings to keep the trees
5
Years
$
1 5 .0 0 40,000 C o u n ts
expecting and waiting for death, as for several years and are interested from being crowded out or to assure a
the slow hours and days passed _in obtaining extension work on the good lumber product at m aturity.
2 Years
6 .0 0 12,500 C o u n ts
"It is not necessary to remove ali
Three times I have thus faced death island
1
Year
3.0
0
5,000 C o u n ts
the weed trees in a planted area:
and sometimes it seemed a friend and
again an enemy. But each time I i George Lord county agent leader, only those hindering the growth of
SE C O N D PERIOD
came back to this life, in ways that is in the county today and will ac the planted trees need to be cut. The
really seemed miracles. Since life company the county agent on a series weed trees that are not hindering the
Oct.
3 1-Nov. 12, Inclusive
itself is a mystery. I can only pre of calls in West Rockport and Union. young trees growth serve two pur
poses
for
the
first
few
years
after
tne
sent the thought, expressed in a
5 Years $ 1 5 .0 0 35,000 C o u n ts
The m anagem ent of th e GREAT top of th e pile, a distance of about
planting. They aid in th e control of
beautiful poem, “That life is to the
NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY ninety fe et from the ground.
Poultrymen
desiring
poultry white pine weevil to some extent, if
10,000 C o u n ts
2
Years
6.00
living what death is to the dead.” account books to start either this
T he wood is taken from the river,
hat, for many years, stressed the in a w a te r conveyor, directly to the
4,000 C o u n ts
We know that life has its sunshine month or on Nov. 1 should write taller than the planting, an d second •
1 Year
3.00
importance of fire p rotection—p a r pile, and, each day, between May
and its beauty and we hope that , County Agent Wentworth. The Ex- ly, supply shade until the young trees
ticularly for standing tim ber and fifte en th and October fifteenth, It is
death is only a better form of this >tensiin Service furnishes these books get size enough to furnish th eir own,
THIRD PERIOD— FINAL
pulpwood. The pulpwood fire losses th oroughly w et down with w ater
thus preventing the lower branches
life.
of 1932 indicate th a t th e problem is from th e m onitor nozzles. As the
free and will assist men at the close from becoming too large for lumber
Nov. 14-Nov. 19, Inclusive
serious.
entire system is connected w ith the
I of the year in summarizing their purposes.
To me, this life seems like a great records.
The picture shows by w hat means mill fire pum ps, the use of w ater
5 Years $ 1 5 .0 0 31,500 C o u n ts
"The method to use for controlling
this Company pro tects pulpwood in for sp ra y in g serves as a daily test
chessboard. We mortals are the
, the weed trees depends largely on the
its mill yards. The location is at for the fire equipm ent.
6 .0 0
9,000 C o u n ts
chessmen, moved about for a purposf
2 Years
In the membership campaign Jef- Sjze j( the brush is small, a bush
Millinocket, Maine, and the pile
T he b est protection of all Is a
by a Master Hand. We do not know
3.0
0
3,600
C o u n ts
I
Year
contains approxim ately 18,000 cords. blanket of snow which covers the
how we shall be moved, but we arc ferson and Orff s Corner have com- scythe is about the best tool to use.
pleted
their
job
of
obtaining
75%
re|
por
bushes
where
the
pine
are
three
Surrounding the pile are thirteen wood du rin g the w inter m onths.
sure that Hand knows why we are newals and have equa ed last year s t0 {our feet jn height, lopping the
m onitor nozzles, five of them
In addition to the m echanical
D uring the first period, 100,000 E X T R A
moved. Sometimes a soul is removed
mounted on steel tow ers. Therefore, equipm ent for protection, a w a tch 
membership. Each solicitor has ob
ob- , bushes is sufficient to give the pine
and
we
see
afterward
the
wisdom
C
O
U N T S will be given for each C lub o f $1 5.00 in
no m atter which w ay th e wind may man
p a tro ls the yard day and
tained five or more members.
a chance to grow. In this way, a man
of it.
blow, w ater can be throw n to the night.— Adv.
Solicitors who have reported to the can cover an acre plantation in one
subscriptions
turned in. D uring the second a n d third
Two valued friends of our family Farm Bureau office on membership
Mrs. Olive Sheerer
periods 75,000 E X T R A CO UN TS will b e given on
were so removed by death, one leaving are: Mrs. Charles Hendrickson. West or two hours. July and August are
a beloved son and husband. The hus Aina; Gladys Linscott, Burkettville; the best months to kill weed trees by
each $ 15.00 Club tu rn e d in., DO N O T H O L D SUB
Friends and acquaintances in this
band was the loved nephew of the N. A. Waltz. Mrs. N. A. Waltz, Mrs. culture. Other work is usually push
SC R IPTIO N S U N T IL Y O U H A V E A W H O L E
second friend. But in after years we Mary Bumpus. Damariscotta; Arthur ing then, so like the old adage, the community and elsewhere will deeply
knew that they were taken th at they Hall, Jefferson: Ethelyn Shea, Anna best time to cut bushes is when the regret the death of Mrs. Olive
C
L U B . Careful check will be kept in C lu b office,
Central Maine W ill Close Year W ith No Bank Debt, might be spared the terrible heart Soule Blanche Fowle, Ethel Leavitt, scythe is sharp,’ applies here, for the Sheerer, whose beautiful life came to
and
as soon as one of these clubs have b een com 
best
time
is
now
before
the
plantation
break that would have been brought Montsweag; Bertram Ricker. Mrs. B
a close Sept. 29, (as previously stated
But Feels Burden O f Taxation
is ruined.
pleted,
extra c o u n ts will be issued. A L L SU B
to them.
A. Ricker. Mrs. Charles Sidelinger,
“If blister rust has attacked the in this paper), after a lingering ill
t t ------t
One gray morning we read with Nobleboro; V. C. Weaver, Mrs. Fan
SC
R
IPT
IO N S M U S T BE TU R N E D IN T O T H E
ness.
Funeral
services
were
held
at
plantation,
removal
of
th
e
lower'
horror that this young man was
C
L
U
B
M
A N A G ER w ithin 48 hours a fte r having se
President Walter S. Wyman h a s ' tax as is proposed on the gross in- [ guilty of an awful crime. He had nie Weaver. Albert Elwell, Orff's Cor branches will save-man? of the trees. the Baptist Church Sunday, Rev. F
ner; Christie Whitney, Mrs. Nina
issued to the stockholders of Central come of the power companies would once been my Sunday school teacher Carroll. Rockport; Sarah Marcello They should be removed with a saw W. Barton officiating, and interm ent
cured
them.
was
in
the
family
lot
in
Seaside
or clippers just outside th e shoulder,
Maine Power Company the following
He was of excellent habits and yet a
ent industries or of getting new ones, Delilah had brought this strong man Simonton; Mrs. Belle Kenniston, Mrs close to the main stem. Not more cemetery. Many floral tributes gave
Ida
Goss,
A.
H.
Goss,
Union,
report:
still more difficult. It seems plain to this horrible deed!
th an one-half the tree's height in evidence to the love and esteem held
o 0• •
for the departed one. The bearers
i that our State and our cities and
green limbs should be pruned."
were Irving Cook, Gilbert Auld, Fred
We feel that Central Maine Power | towns should collect and spend less
The
Maine
egg
laying
contest
at
The years passed—years spent in
Smalley and Maynard Gardiner.
Company has come through the‘ money rath er than more.
the shadow of a prison. He was a Highmoor Farms closed Sept. 21. L
News of 4-H C lubs
Mrs. Sheerer was a member of th “
third quarter of 1932 in a very satis
I have no doubt that many of our "trusty" and one day some desperate E. Carney’s Sheepscott pen of
factory way, all things considered. stockholders have been disturbed by characters made a break for freedom Barred Rocks won third place with
Camden Pine 4-H Club and Megun- Baptist Church, Ladies' Sewing
So far as general business activity in reading the reports in recent news.
2402 eggs and 2484 points. George ticook Juniors held their local con Circle, and Naomi Chapter, O.ES., in
this part of the country is concerned, papers regarding the investigation of with outside help. The sharp crack Treadwell, Spencer, Mass, pen of test Sept. 30 in the G range hall. A which she served as chaplain for
3
4
2
1
of
guns
was
sounding
and
one
guard
the first two months of that quarter the Insull Companies in Chicago
Rhode Island Reds laid 2832 eggs fine set of exhibits was on display many years, always discharging her
had
gone
down.
Amid
this
hail
of
were perhaps the worst of any Central Maine Power Company is not
which is a world's record scoring 2907 Edith Nash told the club membeis duties admirably. Her passing means
7
5
b
months in the business depression involved in the tragic wreck which bullets the trusty reached and sound points.
Roderick Poultry Farm. and visitors about her S tate camp trip the severing of fraternal as well as
ed
the
prison
siren,
calling
for
help.
which has been w ith us so long. has followed the failure of these
personal
ties.
She
possessed
a
genial
Dover-Foxcroft, White Leghorns won at Lewiston. Some of the stories oi
16
During September, however, things companies. Central Maine Power But even as it sounded a bullet sped second place with 2690 eggs and 2507 the girls' work for the year were read nature and a capacity for making
IO
9
have become decidedly better. With Company advanced no money to through his heart and he fell, a life points.
friends and retaining them by her
Mrs.
Mary
Nash,
the
assistant
leader,
• « * *
the exception of one city where labor them and the companies in re less form.
gave a talk on the 4-H's from the par graciousness and sympathetic inter
1
13
I was among those who attended
11
troubles caused a temporary shut , ceivership owe no money to this
A
new
bulletin
is available a t the ents’ point of view. T his was very est. The pleasant smile and kinddown, our shoe factories have been company.
These receiverships in the simple services th a t bade him Extension Service office. "Poultry enjoyable and helpful for all present. hearted fellowship of beloved "Gram
it
operating practically a t capacity, j no way affect the stability of farewell. I looked upon a middle- Profits in Maine" and will be of inter The club is planning to reorganize Sheerer” (as she was affectionately
17
IS
IM
Many of the larger textile mills in our Central Maine Power Company. We aged face, quiet and peaceful. But est to poultrymen who are either in for another year with Miss Louis’ addressed) will be missed by both
territory are running 24 hours a day, expect the company will close the as I looked it seemed to change and the business or planning to start this Nash as leader and Mrs. Mary Nash young and old.
10
11
19
and while this may be temporary, it year 1932 with no bank debt, having I saw again the blue eyes and laugh coming year.
18
As one who reflected cheer and
as h er assistant.
indicates that people have loosened paid a large part of the bank loan ing face of that young man who had
• *• »
• • • •
sunshine
everywhere
and
at
all
times,
their purse strings to some extent which it had at the beginning of this been so full of zest, and joy of living.
u
Clean fruit, free of worms, is the
South Thomaston Pine Tree 4-H and by her sweetness of character
and are beginning to spend money.
year from its earnings and from re Those still lips took on the ruddy
of the spraying by growers who Club held its local contest in thi and disposition, held the love and
The Foxcroft mill of the American ductions in inventories, accounts re hue of youth and I heard them say, result
11 6
29
1.3 ZM 15
17
as of old. "Hello, Nannie! how is the received the spray service informa G range hall, Oct. 1. Many parents respect of all, she leaves a legacy to
lb
Woolen Co. is about to reopen with ceivable, etc.
sent out by the Extension Serv and friends were present to hear the relatives, friends and to th e com
around 200 employes after a shut
T he .company is in a good sound . little girl today?" And it- seemed tion
munity more valuable than any
down of five years. T hat company's position. It has a large am ount of that quietly folded hand must raise ice; 37 orchardists received this in following program: Demonstration on worldly thing. She truly was an
the year.
30
31
51
33
packing a lunch box, Evelyn Ulmer
Dover mill has been operating on a surplus power developed which will to tweak the flaxen braids of the formation through
o o o o
and MjTtle Harlow; song, Miriam example of the highest type of wom
24-hour schedule for a number of be sold gradually as business im- small child that once was I! Then
Oct. 15 is the day set for all appli Wiggin; story, Alice Baum; piano anhood. And in her going out she
1
it
weeks past, employing around 300. prOves. I think we may well be the vision faded, but the conviction
34
The same company’s Skowhegan mill proud of the record we have made in 1was in my heart th a t death, for this cations in on testing for pullorum solo, Sylvia Tyler; story, Marjorie was “sustained and soothed by an
Sleeper; recitation, M arian Watts; unfaltering trust, like one who wraps
has been reopened after having been helping to keep things going during J friend of old, had been the wipins disease.
1
• • • •
3&
3b
37
story, Vinnie Graves; remarks, local the drapery of his couch about him.
closed since last May,
this depression. We are looking for out of all those shadowed years, and
story, Miriam
Wiggin; and lies down to pleasant dream s.'
“Weed trees, such as grey birch and leader;
ward to doing everything we can to j that he found, in some safe harbor,
The immediate surviving relatives
Two of the larger paper mills in our j promote better times in the State of the clean, happy youth that was his alders, often ruin a whole pine plant “America." The girls served muffins,
40
39
territory report orders in hand for Maine.
real self of long ago. The Master ing if not removed. Wind and snow sandwiches and coffee after the pro- I are her husband William E. Sheerer,
a
son
Leroy
of
Providence
and
two
the month of October substantially
-----------------Hand, guiding his moves on the cause these weed trees to whip gram.
sisters, Mrs. Louise Burton of Spruce
41
larger than the same customers',
S W A N ' S 1S1 A N D
board of life, had helped him to wipe
orders for September. Many of the
5 W A IN 5 1SLA1MU
Head, and Mrs. Nellie Pierson of this
out the sin of his false moves, by
Camden
officiating.
The
officers:
N.
V IN A L H A V E N
cotton mills are operating 80 or 90
Murohv of that last sacrifice of his life to save
G , Beulah Gilchrist; V. G., Violet place, and one granddaughter Mrs.
ner
cent capacity/ and are employ_ . . ana
.
, .
pat,y the others.
i HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
„ j
'■
T
Baum; R. S.. Nellie Wilson; F. S., Marguerite Treat of Providence to
per vcnv
... Detroit
wereMr?'
visiting
friends
♦• *•
ing many more people than they did
Sunday morning at Union
v illa Calderwood; T . S ada Robbins; whom the entire community extends
32-Small
1-To convey
11-Barrels (abbr.)
sympathy
in
the
loss
of
a
loved
one,
Rev.
P
J.
Clifford
will
speak
on
The
chaplain
yj-onje
TO
iman;
R.S.N.G.,
5- A unit of work
34- Greek god of love 13- Before
On the 20th of September we were
Church and the Sea, and at the eve- Addjp BucWin; L S N O Hilma Web- whose life was so full of loyalty and
35- lron spike
14- A contest In boxing
6- Atmoephere
mean work for more people and more Harbor Hospital for an appendicitis surprised to hear peeping frogs and ning service The S hakenW orld ! ,,
devotion
to
them.
r
s
.
v
.G
..
Hazel
Roberts;
L.
S.
8- To tease
36- Part of foot (pi.)
(Colloq.)
"clackers." There is a bird which There will ^ , , ^ ‘o n s^ y tte elwir, j y Q Annje PatricR. warden Carrie
J 5-A horse
9- Golf mounds
38- Fabulous giant
m°n7 ^ c h w e ^ r v e "
Arthur Robinson of Portland sounds like a frog peeping and we
with Mrs. Elliott Hall a t the organ. Cassie; cond.. Ruth Billings; I. G ,
11-A kind of cheese
39- Short sleep
i16-A month
,<
FR IEN D SH IP
’" n i e t e s t support of the earnings of who is visiting her mother here for thought it that. Then we heard a Oct. 16 will be observed as Harvest
12-Tardy
17-Hoard
40- Religion (abbr.)
few clackers down on the flats by th Sunday and members are requested to Cora Peterson; O. G., Aubrey Ames;
th ? c o m PanyT uring this depression a
w .ete. hat: been qmte 11.
20-Eagle
14-Slumbers
Agnes Smalley. A covered
41- Small candle
Mrs. Roger Fish of Hope and chil
has come from the sale of electricity
Rev^ A. ^ W iv e i; disUwt superffi river and were convinced we were donate vegetables, canned goods and pianist,
16-A serpent (pi.)
dish supper was served.
24- Open (Poet.)
dren Virginia and Joyce recently
listening to a spring chorus. The flowers.
VERTICAL
for domestic use and the consump- tendent, visited tne cnurcnes
18- Point of compass
25- Saucy
Mrs. Alfred Raymond and Mrs. visited her mother Mrs. James
singers were few and somewhat
tinn nf electricity in the homes has Sunciax.
Max Dyer of Poughkeepsie and Miss
(abbr.)
1- Crawls
26- To seat again
teen slowly but steadily increasing. I Mrs. Frank Bridges and Mrs. Cal- hoarse but sounded pleasant. On the Ullian Van Onsdoll of Beacon. N. Y , S ada Robbins have returned from Murphy.
19- Walks
2- Agent (abbr.)
Union where they attended the North
Tbe f S that this has been so during vin Stockbridge are on a motor trip night of the 25th came our first frost,
27- A spice
Perley Benner and family who have
’I
who have been guests of his b rother. Knox Fair
21- Joined
' 3-A rodent
28- Agitate
M rsUgSht o c k b S w ^ V v i s K r a most erratic one. Foliage on a Loyde Dyer, returned Saturday to I T he Girl Scouts are planning to been living in Damariscotta for sev
22Wander
from
the
4-Produces
single plant would have leaves frost
29- Sick
truth
. 5-One of the Great
give a public demonstration of their eral years have returned to Friend
Is on a pretty sound, practical jtn d ^ h t e r ^ w f f i o is in Charleston at- ed. dry and covered with unfrozen their homes.
ship and are now at the Charles D.
31-Mid-day
23A
cover
Lakes
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Colin
Wood
who
have
work
in
the
near
future,
dew. A neighbor, arising early, said
Murphy place, formerly the Henry
economical basis. Housekeepers have
33-A Chinese coin
I
7-Peruse
26-Card
term
been
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
j
Mrs.
Frank
Winslow
an
d
Mrs.
Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges were that he noted the same phenomenon
learned to use electric irons in place recent
28-A title
8-Without cost
37- Mineral spring
Ross, left Friday by plane for Rock- ’ Littlefield gave a delightful party at Cook farm, at Crow Point.
guests
at
a
birthday
party
on
nearby
roofs,
some
b;ing
glisten
of flatirons', vacuum cleaners in
30-Rendered clear for 10-Make progress
H. S. Weaver and family have
38- Metal In natural
land, enroute to Quincy, Mass.
i Mrs. Littlefield's home Wednesday
given
by
Arthur
Livingston.
ing
white
and
others
dry.
place of brooms and dust cloths;
passage
j
against a current I
state
Reuben Carver is spending a few , evening which took form in a utility closed their cottage at M artin’s Point
George
Lemoine
has
recently
I
am
adding
to
this
letter
a
clip
electric water heaters in place of the
days in Rockland and while there at- | shower for Mrs. Malcolm Winslow and and returned to their home in Allston,
moved
into
the
tenement
over
Ever
(Solution
to
Previous Puzzle)
ping
from
the
Westerly
Sun
of
Sept,
tea kettle and refrigerators in place
16. It is an interesting fish story and tended the Christian Science lecture.: which proved to her a g reat surprise. Mass.
*
of ice boxes, and are very loath to go e tt Lemoine’s store.
Mrs. Irving Fifield returned Friday i T h e living room had been made parMrs. Mary Mathews of Waldoboro
Mrs. Lucy Smith gave a dinner the master of Happy Hope Farm is
SO UTH W ARREN
L A pl
HO p
c
Is A W S
back to the old way of doing things.
ticularly
attractive
w
ith
decorations
has closed her cottage. Green Gables,
acquainted with Mr. Blanchard. The from Rockland.
L AR
p
Each month and almost each day party at her home Tuesday.
9 AH
of
festoons
leading
from
the
comers
First meeting of the season of the
The Methodist Ladies Aid met last clipping was sent by my sister.
at M artin’s Point, for the season.
Mrs. Earl Miller spent a few days
AT E V!
1 RE
perhaps, brings forth some new ap
E
to
a
baby
carriage
in
the
center
gaily
Girl
Scouts
was
held
Thursday
night
week
with
Mrs.
Lucy
Smith.
Mrs.
Friends
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
recently
with
Mrs.
Charles
Maxey
in
Nancy M. Savage
pliance for making home life and its
As EA
E ND
M E N □I
adorned
and
well
laden
with
beautiful
at
the
church
vestry.
Frank
Murphy
was
honor
guest.
Simmons
of
Friendship.
Long
Island,
Waterville.
[The clipping to which our corre
tasks easier, more attractive and
E AR NE s T
P R A ' Is E R
Housekeepers at Union Church gifts which Mrs. Winslow received who were recently married, met at
Mrs. Herbert Baum of Rockland spondent refers tells of the thrilling
The B.H. Club enjoyed a supper
H
AR 1 D
S
NlE R o
| g visiting n ,, parents Mr. and M r, capture of a man eating shark by Circle Thursday were Abby H utchin-! most graciously. Cards and music the M. E. vestry and gave them a at Rose-Anne Lodge last week F ri
N Ap
IL E S
son,
Maggie
Leadbetter,
Evelyn
Pat-1
featured
the
evening’s
entertainment,
day
evening.
shower
of
many
useful
and
pretty
is estimated, will mean over $60,000 j
Smith,
Lester H. Blanchard of Charlestown
E
E
Miss Phebe Kent is in Massachu who was under the impression he had rick. Gladys Coombs. The circle will I Assorted cake and ices were served, gifts. Refreshments were prepared
Mrs. O. B. Libby who has been
in annual earnings. During the last
hold a fair Oct. 13 in the vestry Those j T here were 33. present.
k AT E R N
setts
where
she
has
employment
for
and served by the ladies of the church visiting in Auburn for two weeks has
captured a tuna fish.—Ed.]
six weeks we have placed 140 new
A
in charge of the several tables: Cake, I
AT L I
s
R U E S
and a pleasant evening was spent by returned.
electric ranges in homes of our cus the winter.
Mrs. F. L. Roberts, Mrs. Maurice Lead- I
A c c |u |s E D
R E D E E Ms
L. R. Bucklin has been making
ST.
G
E
O
R
G
E
the
entire
company
and
many
best
tomers.
R O C K V IL L E
better, Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs. Fred ’
A BE L
E s!s|
B R AiGj
• • ♦*
wishes bestowed upon Mr. and Mrs. improvements on his buildings.doing
R O U N D PO N D
Mrs. J. S' Ranlett accompanied Lawry, Mrs. E. G. Carver: candy, M rs.!
H
EL E
E E Rlshingling and some concrete work.
Simmons.
One of the burdens that is bearing
T he morning subject a t the St.
Mrs. John Watts Sunday to Lewiston P. J. Clifford. Mrs. Max Conway, Mrs.
o
RE E
M. P. Orne was recently in Ma
R A t1
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Deering of Ros- where they attended a council meet Joseph Hutchinson; harvest, Mrs. George First Baptist Church will be
down heavily on this company as
chias for a few days.
|A F 1£]
SM
s TE P
well as other business concerns in the lindale, Mass., are in town for a few ing of the Spanish War Veterans' George Lawry, Mrs. William Benner,
Capt. and Mrs. Allie Demuth left
“Under the Leadership of the Son of
A SH P O IN T
State, is the burden of taxation. days.
auxiliary.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey; aprons, Mrs Ben
Tuesday morning for their winter
Miss Vivian Richards of DamarisAbout 11 cents out of every dollar
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Jaseph returned jamin Patrick, Mrs. William Burns. God." Communion service follows.
sojourn
in1 Florida.
Mrs. Max Le Baron returned to her
which we collect from our customers | cotta Mills was at home over the Monday to Fitchburg, Mass., after Mrs. Mary L. Arey; mystery box. Mrs. Evening service at 7. T he following
C L A R K ISLAND
Mrs. Rosa Copeland who was guest
home in St. Johns, Mich., Monday,
now goes to pay state and municipal weekend.
receive "Go-to-church-band” motoring as-far as Pittsfield, Mass, of Mrs. Nettie Copeland for a few 1 Mr. and Mrs. Walfred Magnuson
spending the summer at Porter Albert Carver, Mrs. Herbert Patrick, J
Charles K. Brown of Portland Acres.
taxes. In addition to this, 14)4 per
Mrs. Leo Lane; chairman of the fair, | pins: Those not missing a morning with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones, going days and attended Union fair has re and family of Rockland have moved
cent of our net income goes to pay was in town Tuesday.
into the V annah house here.
E. H. Perry has returned after a Mrs Charles Chilles.
turned to Rockland.
service for the term, Leola Robinson, thence by bus to her home.
F rank Laughton is at home again few days spent in Lewiston.
federal income taxes. The whole
Mrs. Ruby Staples is visiting her
L.
R.
Bucklin
and
W
alter
Bucklin
Mrs.
Llewellyn
Smith
is
visiting
her
>
James
Willis
and
brother
Charles
after
spending
the
summer
in
Port
country is becoming aroused over
I O a d d y , Priscilla Robinson,
father Charles F. Chaples
Mr. Carroll of Auburn is visiting his son Neil Smith in Woodfords.
attended
Damariscotta
fair
Wednes
this question of excessive taxation. land.
Willis
motored
Monday
to
Pittsfield.
Mrs. James Caven is in ill health.
Mrs. A. U. Patterson is visiting her Marguerite Daniels, Edith Daniels, Mass., returning Thursday morning day.
Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice uncle Oscar Carroll.
A branch of the National Economy
Erdine Hockings, Arnold Hockings,
Ralph Morse has completed his
Mrs.
Karl
Packard
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
daughter
Miss
Eliza
Patterson
in
Miss
Eva
Bucklin
is
in
Newburgh.
League was organized at the State have moved to Pemaquid Falls for Robbins attended Lincolnville Fair Somerville. Mass.
Several from this place attended
Barbara Robinson, Coris Robinson.
work at Maynard Kinney's, Wiley's
N.
Y„
where
she
and
her
aunt
Mrs.
House in Augusta Sept. 26. The chief the winter,
Union Fair and reported a good time
Corner.
Wednesday.
Mrs. John Wentworth and son are Those missing but one Sunday, Cora
Roscoe Smith and family, Nellie
object of this league is to reduce this
Miss Theresa Hanlon is closing her Josie Hyler have employment in the
Hilt, Charlotte Caddy, Darold Hock
Mrs. Charles Butler was guest of
visiting
in
Bangor.
Miss
Louise
C
Sherer
who
is
a
t
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aspinwall,
who
intolerable tax burden. Taxes are C arter, Annie Hinds, Vernon Bry tending school at Nasson Institute in
ing, Virginia Kinney. Helen Hilt. house and returning to Malden, have been summer visitors a t Bre Mrs. Albert Burton of Spruce Head
Dorothy
Pelkey
is
in
Cambridge,
collected from everyone, directly from a n t and Henry Ross were in Union
Those missing two Sundays, Joanna Mass., after spending the summer men, L. I.
Tuesday afternoon.
the owner of real estate and indi Thursday of last week to attend the Springvale returned Sunday after Mass., where she has employment.
Robinson, Austin Kinney, Laura here a t her old home. Miss Fannie
noon
after
spending
the
weekend
The
T.
F.
will
meet
tonight
at
the
Mrs. Amanda Grafton who suf
rectly from the wage earner by ad fair.
Hanlon
and
nephew
Gene
Rock
mo
Daniels,
Shirley
Barnes.
The
eve
The world w ar must have been a
A covered dish supper will
fered an ill turn last week is improv
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Mason mo with her parents Mr. and Mrs. D. A. parsonage.
ditional cost of food, clothing, rent
ning service will be an illustrated lec tored through to accompany her on ing.
be served.
fight to the finish—it practically fin
tored to New Hampshire over the Sherer.
and other living expenses.
the
return.
tu
re
entitled
"Dr.
JekyU
and
Mr.
ished all the nations that engaged in
Fred Bronkie went to Natick,
There will be a meeting of Union
At the present time there is a weekend.
Mrs. Cassie Nason, Mrs. Rosanna
Hyde," or ‘The believer’s two natures.”
it.—Thomaston (Ga.) Times.
E
A
S
T
LIB
E
R
T
Y
Odd Fellow’s and Vesper Rebekah Mass., this week and while there will Church Society next Monday evening
project on foot to add an excise tax
Newhall
and
Mrs.
Charles
Willis
to the already over-taxed light and Lodge held installation Tuesday motor to New Haven to visit his son at the vestry. All members are re 
were recent callers on Mrs. Ella Hare.
quested to be present.
Willis, who is a student at Yale.
SIM O N TO N
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Carroll of
power companies in this State. night.
Mrs. Lillian Ware went to Owl’s
Mrs.
Delilah
Ripley,
Mrs.
Ida
Crow
Marguerite
Chapter,
O.E
S
,
will
be
Emery Richards, Roscoe Smith and
Should such a tax be imposed, in the
Head Wednesday to visit her son's Rockville were visitors in this place
ell
and
John
Gowen
were
in
Hope
inspected
Oct.
17.
A
chicken
supper
An
outstanding
social
event
will
Sunday.
end it must be paid by the customers i John Gamage filled their silos last
e w e r C o ld * ,
family.
Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Pres will be served at 6 o'clock.
take place at Community hall Nov. I,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McLain and
of the power companies. There is ] week.
Mrs. Eleanor Fredette is remaining
cott
Cleveland.
Mrs.
Rodney
Bucklin
of
Portland
is
less s e v e r e colds to r
Mrs.
Eunice
E.
Quigg
recently
ac!
The body of the late Albert Leeman
no other source from which it can
when
the
members
of
the
Simonton
at home for a while.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hill of Rock guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry. •
come. The tax is being urged as a was brought here from Houlton last
yo u t h i * w in t e r w it h
Gene Rock, Miss Theresa Hanlon, companied Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf entertained i Farm Bureau will be hosts to Camden,
substitute for p art of the state and Wednesday and interment was in land and Mrs. Emma Gillette and
Miss Fannie Hanlon and Mrs. Ella on a pleasure trip to Bar Harbor.
the
Rainbow
Club
Friday
evening.
V ic k * P la n t o r b e tte r
Rockport,
Hope
and
W
est
Rockport
son
Kenneth
of
Hope
were
callers
on
Christine, youngest daughter of |
municipal taxes now being collected. Oak Hill cemetery.
Mrs. Eugene Barker of Taunton, members at a district meeting. There Hare recently motored to Bucksport. Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge N. Davis was j C o n tro l-o f*C o ld s .
Miss Olive Tolman Sunday.
This is the usual procedure when
Mr. and Mrs. Guy R. Whitten and Mass., was guest Wednesday of Mr. will be lantern slides and talks on
united in marriage to Clifton Mar- '
old sources of tax income fall off
farm and agricultural problems. Mrs.
the latter's mother Mrs. Priest of and Mrs. Fred Lawry.
SO U TH THOM ASTON
riner of Searsmont, Aug. 27. Rev. E.
WILLIAM E. DO R N A N
but it does not work that way. Once
Vicks
,
The
“noneaters"
met
Thursday
with
Sarah
Marcello,
chairm
an
of
the
East Vassalboro were guests yester
A. Dinslow officiating. Their many
new income is raised, the tendency
Nose&Throat^^^ J *3
& SON, In c
Simonton district, would like to have
day of Mr. and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer. Mrs Joseph Kittredge.
There will be work in the Fellow- friends extend congratulations.
is for the state and municipalities to
Drops
•
____________
Mr. and Mrs. Whitten were members
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge held it understood that all members of the craft degree at the meeting of Knox
C em etery M emorials
spend more money, resulting in no
%
of the Coburn faculty in Waterville installation at Odd Fellows hall Wed community and of the general public Lodge, F.A.M., next Monday night.
Hitler would seize the reins as j
EAST UNION, MAINE
relief to the old tax-payers and an
revent
«-tf several years ago when Mrs. Sherer nesday night with D.D.P. Margaret who are interested are cordially in- Limerock Valley Pomona meets to Mussolini did, only it is verboten.
added burden on th e customers of
m any C o ld s
Crockett
and
D.D.M.
Inez
Crosby
o
f
1
vited.
was
also
a
member.
day
with
Wessaweskeag
Grange.
Dallas
News.
those who pay th e new tax. Such a
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and intelligent service to his fellowGas Buoy, White Island Light, S ta  heavy souther of last week blew the
men. The Scriptures tell us that the
tion of the Isle of Shoals, Whale Back tree down, so the keeper had to make
Master went from place to place com
Light, Goat Island and Cape Eliza other arrangements for the wire.
forting the sorrowing, healing the
beth. On a very clear night Ram During the heavy thunder shower
and thick fog of Sept. 5 a small Robert Stanley Ross Of N ew York Delivers Lecture sick, raising the dead, and that his
Island can also be seen.
• • • •
power boat with 19 on board, seven
pulpit was a Galilean hillside or a
Upon “Its Healing Mission”
of them children, ran aground on
fisherman's boat.
The Cuckolds
flats across from this station. At
Moreover, we need to bear In mind
After a vacation of three weeks about 10.30 p. m. the fog lifted and
that the Master accomplished his
Keeper and Mrs. Elliott are again they were able to get to the station.
At the Christian Science Church j length and breadth of the civilized healings by recourse to spiritual
back on the job. Have had a large We took them in and Mrs. Osgood
on
Cedar street, last evening, before world; and the revered Discoverer and means only. Although the age had its
number of visitors here during the gave the women and children hot
material methods of treatment, Jesus
summer, and look forward to seeing drinks and put them to bed as best a good-sized and interested audience, Founder of Christian Science is re neither used them nor recommended
them all another year. During the she could, considering there are only a lecture upon "Christian Science, cognized at home and abroad as one their use to others. By a process that
lonely winter months the coming of three sleeping rooms, but with day Its Healing Mission,” was delivered by of the foremost benefactors of the was evidently unfailing, he healed—
spring and summer visitors is looked beds and couch they were able to get Robert Stanley Ross, C B S. of New race.
York City, member of the Board of 1 Within this period, Christian in most cases instantaneously—both
forward to with pleasure.
some rest, but we of the lighthouse
functional and organic diseases,
F. W. Morong, the government had to sit up all night. In the morn Lectureship of The Mother Church, Science has healed perhaps millions overcame poverty and other phases
machinist, has been here for the an  ing they were given breakfast which the First Church of Christ, Scientist, of persons, many of whom were suf of limitation, and raised the dead. So
fering from diseases which, from the
nual overhauling of the engines. He about cleaned us out of food, then in Boston. Mass.
The lecturer was introduced by ordinary medical point of view, were inseparable were his precepts and
left Monday of last week for M ana they le ft.fo r their homes a t Rich
Mrs. Edyth Fisher, First Reader of supposed to be incurable. It has re- I practice that Jesus declared that his
na accompanied by Mrs. Morong, mond.
stored the discouraged and hopeless true followers would be known, char
the lc?fcal church, who said:
who was here over the weekend.
The Osgoods niece Mrs. Isa Ste
"Friends, it is with pleasure that to lives of joy and usefulness. It has acterized, or distinguished, not by ac
Mr. Seavey spent five days at vens, and Joseph Jackson of Lewiston
the members of this church welcome rescued men and women from the cepting and adhering to mere
Ellsworth. Earl Macaulay of Booth- were weekend visitors.
you
to this lecture on Christian vortex of false appetite, immorality, doctrinal beliefs, but only by doing
bay Harbor acted as substitute dur
Mrs. Fletcher, daughter of the
Science.
Jesus said, ‘Come unto me and vice. In place of fear and failure the works that he did, saying, "He
ing his absence.
Osgoods is staying at the light with
all ye which labour and are heavy it has established assurance and suc that believeth on me, the works that
Jack Elliot has entered Union her infant daughter Barbara.
laden, and I will give you rest.’ cess. Turning recently to a single issue I do shall he do also;” and, “Heal
Theological Seminary a t New York
• • • •
Christian Science is today repeating of The Christian Science Journal, for the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the
city for a three year course.
Matinicus Rock
this same loving invitation to all example, I found recorded there heal dead, cast out. devils.” Accordingly,
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot spent Sunday
The tender Hibiscus called at the mankind. In our text-book, Science ings of blood poisonings deafness, on page 138 of Science and Health,
at Harpswell at the summer home
station Saturday with supplies. Guess and Health with Key to the Scrip chronic appendictis, spinal deformity, Mrs. Eddy says: “Jesus established in
of Mr. and Mrs. Tryon.
the Christian era the precedent for
The Hibiscus landed oil a t this old winter has started early, as Sep tures, by Mary Baker Eddy, we read' internal hemorrhages, heart disease, all Christianity, theology, and healing.
tember surely was a rough month. ‘Divine Love always has met and al nervous prostration, epiplepsy, para
station Monday.
lysis, brain fever, neuralgia, rheuma Christians are under as direct orders
We were all (flighted to have with Plenty of wind and rough weather, ways will meet every human need.’
now, as they were then, to be Christus for a short visit Friday afternoon and we lost a lot of lobster gear.
“May I present Robert Stanley tism, lumbago, asthma, pneumonia, like, to possess the Christ-spirit, to
of last week, Mrs. Coleman of Cape Looks like October is starting to be as Ross, C.S.B., of New York city, mem tuberculosis, indigestion, gastritis, follow the Christ-example, and to
Neddick, and1 Mrs. Charles Knight bad, with rough weather and a gale ber of the Board of Lectureship of the constipation, morphine habit, fear,
melancholia, grief, resentment, criti heal the sick as well as the sinning.”
of Hendricks Head As there was the past few days.
Mr. Singer. >he additional keeper, is Mother Church, the First Church of cism, and intolerance. Such as these
. . . .
no other means of transportation
Christ Scientist in Boston, Mass.”
were the “signs following" that made
available the ladies borrowed a boat still stationed here; also his wife, who
Nevertheless,
in the face of all this,
Mr.
Ross
spoke
in
part
as
fol
it possible and necessary for Mrs.
and Mrs. Coleman very ably rowed is the daughter of Keeper Batty of lows:
there are those who contend th at the
Boon
Island,
who
is
waiting
to
be
Eddy
"to
organize
a
church
designed
• • •9
over here and back to Newagen
to commemorate the word and works works of our Master were the result
against a fresh north wind. Mr. transferred to Two Bush Light.
The religion of Christian Science is of our Master, which should reinstate of miraculous interpositions of divine
We
were
sorry
to
hear
of
the
acci
Coleman and Lawrence K night were
power peculiar to him alone and that
winning public approval because it
there with a car ready to take them dent to Assistant Keeper Stanley’s both promises unlimited good and primitive Christianity and its lost even the aspiration to follow his heallittle
boy
at
Great
Duck
Island.
We
element
of
healing"
(Church
Manual,
back to Hendricks Head where the
ling example w'ould be little short of
hope he is much improved at this fulfills its promise by delivering from p 17).
Colemans were visiting.
blasphemy. Over against this point
discord of every sort those who em
writing.
• • • •
of view, however, we have not only
Practical Christianity
Miss Rachel Robinson spent the brace its teaching and yield to its
the Master's own injunctions, two of
Mount Desert Rock
weekend with her parents. She a t divine influence. In comforting words
In other words, Christian Science which have already been quoted, but
of the Master, Christian Science says
Keeper York and family returned tends school at Matinicus Island.
religion, a religion of we have the book of Acts and later
from a few days furlough, arriving
Mr. Young, our postmaster, who has to all mankind, “Come unto me, all is demonstrable
What Our Lightkeeprrs and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
This religion would have you evidence to prove that the immediate
at the station on Sept. 13.
been quite ill is somewhat improved. ye that labour and are heavy laden, works.
night. The Day’s Nows From Many I.onely Outposts Along Maine’s Waterfront.
The tender Ilex landed coal and We hope he will continue to gain and and I will give you rest”—rest, not in accept its teachings not in mere belief disciples and others obediently de
annual supplies here Sept. 14.
that we will see him around th e post- a suppositional place called heaven or blind faith, but only when you have monstrated this healing power. How,
First Assistant Quinn left here office and store again in the near accessible only through the doorway learned how to demonstrate its divine then, are we to reconcile these facts
of death, but here and now; for it is Principle, which is infinite good. Ow to the claim that Christian healing
tie more than a year, having to re Oct. 2 for ten days leave. Mrs. Quinn future.
not in future heaven, but in present ing to its provable nature, Christian was a supernatural power available
is
with
her
mother
at
Red
Beach.
The
folks
here
are
interesting
them
sign on account of ill health. While
is
attracting
to
its only to Christ Jesus? Is it not more
experience, th at mankind needs help. Science
Tender
Hibiscus
called
at
this
sta
selves
in
the
radio
lectures
given
toy
here he was married to Miss Emily j
ranks practically-minded, deliberate, reasonable to conclude that Jesus’
Knowing
this,
Christian
Scientists
tion
Oct.
1
with
more
supplies.
both parties. Quite interesting. Their
Williams, who had been his house
We have had an unusually rough theme song is that happy days are declare with Paul th at “now is the thoughtful men and women from healings were accomplished by the
W hich For a Century and a H alf Has Lent Protection keeper over eight years, the wedding spell
every walk of life—men and women application of a divine law which he
day of salvation.”
here,
so
news
is
scarce.
here again. We hope so.
taking place in the front room of the
Although she discovered Christian who are moved not by appeals to understood far better than others,
Here’s hoping the ice will arrive here
house. He left this station for the
To the Maine Coast
mere religious sentiment, but by which he made known in a general
Petit Manan
so that we can make a freezer of ice Science in 1866, it was not until 1875, sound reason and unanswerable re way
Marine Hospital oil the morning of
to his disciples, and which they,
in her renowned textbook,“Science and
Feb. 18. 1930, and while there re
James H. Freeman, first assistant, cream and all gather around waiting Health with Key to the Scriptures,” sults. In most cases, these persons in turn, made known 40 others? Is it
signed. After leaving the hospital he has returned to the station after for the returns Nov. 8. I t gives us
[By Eugene L. Coleman, Keeper]
something to look forward to. Well, that Mary Baker Eddy published a have turned to Christian Science be not more reasonable to conclude that
made his home in McKinley, and it spending his leave in Jonesboro.
and comprehensive exposi cause it has shown them how to think he and they dealt not with that which
Cape Neddick Light Station, locally weather without going out of doors. was there he passed away last June.
The lobster fishermen are still try folks along the coast, we will close complete
way out of difficulties, whether was infraction or setting aside of
Truman J. Lathrop, who is now ing to fish after the big storm and with best wishes for happy days are tion of this Science. Nevertheless, their
known as “The Nubble,” is situated There is always a breeze blowing on
mental or moral, physical or
on a high piece of land and rock off m is island as it is not protected from first assistant keeper of Egg Rock rough weather destroying many of here again, right around the corner. after a lapse of little more than half financial and usually after other divine law, but with that which was
a century since this book first made
the very fulfillment or demonstra
. . . .
York Beach. The whole island is the wind in any direction and being Light Station was additional keeper their lobster traps.
its appearance, Christian Science means and methods had failed to help tion of divine law? Granting this, we
Negro Island
owned by the Government. It is to high the dwelling often shakes in from the time Captain Howe left for
Tender Hibiscus landed supplies to
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus ar healing is being widely demonstrated; them. Surely the Christianity of Jesus must admit also that a divine law
connected by a bar with the main the wind. Mr. Brooks owns and op the hospital until the day E. L. Cole this station Sept. 30 and went back
erates a hotel, the Bay View, during man came from Boon Island to take west.
land a t a very low drain of tide.
rived Sept. 27 with oil and other sup Christian Science churches and socie was no religion of forms and ceremo which healed the sick in the first
ties in ever increasing number and nies, of creeds and dogmas! His century is equally capable of healing
There are six buildings on it. The the summer, and is hale and hearty charge on March 17, 1930. Mr. Cole
Tender Ilex passed going east plies for the station.
Keeper and Mrs. Reed were grieved unity may be found throughout the ministry was a life of loving, unselfish, the sick in the twentieth century.
keeper's house, a story and half, six- and would put much younger men to man was the first man to come to on Friday of last week.
to hear of the passing Oct. 3 in Cam
room house, is connected with the shame.
this station who had not previously
*• • •
From Oct. 1, 1912, to March 14. been a keeper; his rank having been
Light Tower and the Bell Tower by
den of Mrs. Rosilla Norton, widow of
Pond
Island
a covered way. The oil house is a 19l9, the station had as keeper James first assistant which he had held
Alteverde Norton, former keeper of
Keeper and Mrs. Fickett have a r Negro Island Light. Mrs. Norton was
red brick building situated in front M. Burke. It was while Mr. Burke from the fourth day after landing
and a little to the west of the main was here th a t the telephone was put on Boon Island as second assistant. rived back on the Light. Mrs. Fickett a person of remarkable character and
house about 100 feet, and the barn in and his daughter Lucy E., was the He served as additional keeper for has been at the Hitchcock clinic at had many friends among the light
is also in front, down over the hill. first to use it on May 31. 1917, to call 15 days at Fort Popham Light before Hanover, N.H., for medical treat house employes.
From the top of the hill a flight of up Boon Island the station th a t is on going to Boon. Mr. Coleman is a na ment. Her niece Miss Opal Watson
Mrs. Reed recently returned from
steps leads down to the boat house, the same line. Mr. Burke lost his wife tive of Georgetown, Maine, and sailed returned as far as Portland with a visit with friends in New York and
only a small portion of which is visi while stationed here and just before . from there and from Bath for ten them to enter Gray's Business Col New Jersey, also a short visit with
ble from the upper windows of the he retired married again. He now years before leaving the water and lege to resume her business course. relatives in Portland and Saco.
runs a confectionery store here in entering the Torrey Roller Bushing While away Keeper Fickett pur
hQuse
E. M. Reed, son of Keeper and
■The station was established in 1979 the summer and sells gas and fishing Works where he was employed for chased a new V8 sedan and likes it Mrs. Reed, resumed his position in
and has never been rebuilt. The first j rods to the “Izaak Waltons,” of ten years. Finding a land job did very much. As soon as Mrs. Fickett September as instructor a t Borden
keeper was Ottoson and he was here which there are many. In winter he not suit him. he applied for a light saw it she named it Sockum. The town Military Institute, Bordentown,
before the out buildings, except the . lives in Wolfboro, N. H. Although close house berth and is well pleased with other car she named Sammy; and N. J.
the power boat she calls the G-Wiz.
tower, were built. T he light tower is 1to 86, he is sm art and active and looks his choice.
Mrs. Agnes Prince and daughter of
• • *•
of iron, lined with brick and it has years younger.
The points of interest to summer
Camden were recent visitors of Mrs.
people are '“The Devil's Oven,” a
Reed.
Hendricks Head
formation in the rocks below the bell
Mrs. Celia Hapworth and daughter
Keeper Knight and family have
tower that looks like an old fash had a most enjoyable visit from Mr. Alice of Rockland were Sunday guests
toned oven. and the profile of George
£ £ a>7e”man“of theCa'pe of Mrs. Reed.
• . 9.
) Washington Rock, an odd shaped for Neddick Light Station. Mr. and Mrs
mation that rises above its fellows at Coleman arrived Sept. 27, and de
Deer Island Thoroughfare
i the northern extremity of the light, parted Oct. 2. Gene and Mr. Knight
Lighthouse tender Hibiscus landed
I and on one side of which a striking spent many enjoyable moments, oil at this station Sept. 23.
profile likeness to George Washing when the latter was a t the Squirrel
B. R. Lunt, one of the government
ton is shown against the clear blue Point Light Station, berrying to carpenters, came Sept. 30 to do some
| water. Just below the bell tower at gether. Also the former began his repair wTork.
low tide is a rock known as “The lighthouse service by substituting
Oct. 2, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Barter
Pulpit” which is considered the very there. And there was no better to be and daughter and Mrs. Betts of the
best place to catch fish.
barge Rock Haven visited the station.
had.
• • ♦•
Mackerel are not as plentiful now
On the last day of September Mrs.
The Nubble is a great place for Knight and Mrs. Coleman made a as they have been for the last two
fishing and any day in the summer call on the folks at The Cuckolds. months, but we can catch all we want
when it is not rough the edges of the Lawrence Knight took them down to have fresh around the station.
• • • •
rocks are covered with happy fisher via auto as far as Newagen. There a
row boat was secured, and Mrs. Cole
men and also women.
Portland Head
The Cape Neddick Light Station Off York Beach, Maine, Known Locally As
A great number of people go man (“Posle” as we know her)
The football season has opened at
The Nubbles
through the light each year. Fol handled the oars both ways.
Fort Williams.
Again, during September of this
lowing is a list of the various coun
f p
J. W. Lyon, government machinist,
—
1
tries and cities represented bv visit year, the number of visitors shown and John C. Jackson of Portland are
32 iron steps to the round watch- ' W. R. Richardson came here as ors
registering during the summer of through the light here exceeded at the station for a few days.
room, which contains a closet and keeper March 14, 1919. and remained
1
those of a year ago—94 this Septem
II
1
Fred Sterling and daughter Nancy
has two port-hole windows which until Oct. 25. 1921. While here he lost 1930: Australia. Holland, Sweden, ber
as against 66 of that month 1931. of Peaks Island yere guests last week
England, and from Canada, Toronto,
are always interesting to the sum -.! a son w’ho died from croup,
number of visitors for this of Mrs. Thayer Sterling.
mer visitors. The lantern of the ‘ Fairfield H. Moore came here from Montreal. Nova Scotia, Quebec, Win The total year
already exceeds that
P. O. Hilt, Mrs. Hilt, Mrs. Sterling
light is reached by seven iron steps,1 Rockland Breakwater Light Nov. 25. nipeg, Ottawa and Scarboro. The calendar
for 1931. During the former year
following
states
were
represented:
and has two sets.of glass to the win- 1921 and it was during his stay here
and Mrs. W. C. Dow motored to St.
there
were
631.
There
had
been
just
dows. Those on the outside are that the first child was born on the Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 666 a t the close of September this George last Sunday and were guests
Rhode Island, Con
of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Kinney. They
white and those inside ruby. When island, Aug. 23, 1923. Her nam e was Massachusetts,
necticut, Florida, New Jersey, Illi year.
were accompanied home by Miss
first established the tower was light Helen Frances Searles, her mother's nois, Michigan, New York, Ohio, In 
The
Southport
Church
through
the
Marie Hilt who is guest of the Hilts.
ed with kerosene lamps which had name Phyllis Moore Searles and her
diana, Maryland, Pennsylvania and activities of its able minister Rev.
red chimneys to make the light red. father Kenneth Searles. Another Washington.
John Stevens, has been fortunate in The Good Timers’ Club held a spe
D.
C.,
and
during
the
cial meeting Tuesday with Mrs. Mollie
the red glass in the windows not
year 1092 persons registered. In 1931 securing visiting clergymen for the Mitchell, Falmouth Foreside, as the
being added until later.
there were 874 registered representing sermons nearly every Sunday this
P A N -A M lo o k s alicnd to m e e t
hostess. Lunch was served and en
• • • •
England, Germany, Toronto and summer. Some of these have been joyed
by
all.
th e d e m a n d s o f th e m o to r s o f
Quebec; from the States: Massa famous and particularly interesting
The light tower is 35 feet high from
Much activity at Portland Head
chusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, speakers, such as Dr. Gilkey of the
its base and is equipped with a fourth
since
Tuesday
evening,
when
in
the
to m o r r o w . T oday yo u ea n g e t
New York, Pennsylvania, Connecti University of Chicago, and Dr. Beals
order I.O.V. light th a t uses 35mn.
heaviest fog seen in years by Portland
cut,
Illinois,
Michigan,
Rhode of St. Petersburg, Fla.
mantels. The light is a type A lamp |
veterans
the
schooner
Lochinvar
com
th
e g a s o lin e th a t s to p s k n o c k s
• • • •
Island, Vermont, Tennessee, Mis
and was put in during the fall of 1929.
ing from the eastward with a catch of
souri, California, Iowa. Maryland, In
The lens is new and was made in
*
Fort Point
20,000 pounds of fish ran ashore and
in h i g h - c o m p r e s s i o n m o to r s.
diana, New Jersey and Washington,
Paris, France, and put in the tower
Edgar Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Fred quickly sank about 100 feet off the
D. C.
in 1928. The bell tower has a bell
P u rp le PA N -A M giv es y o u extra
Artists like to come over here and Hassens and son Kent and Mrs. light. The Lochinvar was command
rung by clock-work and it strikes
sketch and there are many of them Emma Hilton of Bangor visited at ed by Capt. Frank Doughty of Port
every 15 seconds. The machinery has
a n t i - k n o e k fea tu r e s w ith o u t
land. The 12 dories were launched in
during the summer. Hardly a day the light Sunday.
to be wound every six hours.
Keeper Leland Mann, Mr. and Mrs a smooth sea. Cries for assistance
passes that there is not at least one
Keeper Ottoson's first day here wras
c o s tin g yo u a p e n n y e x tra . A nd
artist on the point opposite, painting Darrell Mann and daughter June of were heard at the light and in re
July 5, 1879. and he was keeper for
the light. Mr. Coleman has had Two Bush light station called cn sponse Cape Elizabeth Coast Guard
20 years. In those days one did not
P u rp le PA N -A M b u r n s c l e a n ,
three pictures given him since he Keeper Mitchell and family Saturday Station was called, also Capt. C. E.
have to keep a daily record of events
Sherman, Superintendent of Light
came here, and they are all differ of last week.
or fog; only the most important
leaves y o u r m o to r c le a n a n d a t
Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Webster a n ' houses. Before assistance arrived the
ent, two done in oil and one crayon.
items were listed and sometimes a
good
ship
Lochinvar
went
down
about
party
of
friends
from
"Bangor
spent
The
first
was
made
from
a
postcard
page covered three to five years.
to p -fo r m . Drive to t h e P u rp le
by an invalid in Bangor, and the Sunday at the former’s cottage at 6.20 p. m. while her pals stood by.
Since the present keeper has been
They
then
rowed
their
captain
to
the
Fort
Point.
crayon
one
was
given
him
by
the
here a nephew of Keeper Ottoson's
PA N -A M p u m p t o d a y . T e s t
Several cottages on the Point have lighthouse to await the arrival of the
artist Miss Louise Hanna.
She
has called on him and told of the
Coast
Guard
boat
which
made
good
been
entered
and
ransacked
during
brought
some
friends
over
and
called
P u rp le PA N -A M fo r y o u r s e lf .
summers he spent here with his
on the keeper and his wife this sum the past week, but nothing of value time. The surfboat was in command
uncle. The nephew is a mail carrier
of Capt. C. M. Berry. They picked
mer.
Y o u 'll lik e it .
seems to have been stolen.
in New Hampshire.
The other in oil represents the
Bucksport is to be a new potato up the string of dories and towed them
The next keeper was Mr. Lewis and
light and tower at night as the keep shipping point this coming winter, to Portland pier. The crew had little
The Remarkable
he came April 1, 1898 and stayed un
er sees it most and was painted for hence more traffic on the Penob time to save their belongings TTM
til Dec. 1, 1904. While here his George Washington,
landed in Just what they stood in.
him by an Hungarian artist Charles scot.
daughter was married, the ceremony Solid Rock.
Newspaper reporters were quickly
Liedel of New York. Mr. Liedel had
taking place inside the lantern of
SB. S. T. Flood passed by Wed
an exhibition of his paintings in that nesday morning with a cargo of pulp on the spot, cameras clicked, and in
the light. Mr. Lewis died in Port
land last year. Robert Billings, a daughter Eva was married while Mr. city last winter and used a scene he for the new paper mill in Bucks Wednesday morning editions the story
was told. Before 6 a. m. and before
grandson, was a visitor at the light Moore was keeper and her first child, made from the Nubble to put on the port.
this summer. He lives at Kittery Barbara Helen Kimball, was also front page of the folder containing
Colds are much in evidence here at breakfast people were a t the light to
view the scene of the disaster and ali
i . —.»--«■> .uj. —
Point with his mother (before men born here. A year later a son, James a list of them. Mr. Liedel also present.
day and into the late evening hours
tioned as being married in the light Fairfield, was the first boy born on painted the head of the keeper’s cat.
. . . .
this light. Eva married James Kim Sambo Tonkus. Sambo is much ad
men, women and children were com
tower).
Perkins Island
ing and going in a steady stream,
Next in line was Keeper W J. ball, a resident of York Beach, and mired by all the visitors who see him
still
resides
there.
Mr.
Moore
left
coming
in cars, on bicycles and walk
as he is so large. He has always
Fred Osgood who has been away
Brooks who came here Dec. 1, 1904
and stayed until Oct. 1, 1912. Mr. here Oct. 31, 1928, for the Rockland lived on a light. The keeper's wife mackereling all summer is home for ing. As we write Thursday morning
Brooks spends each summer at the Breakwater Light where he is now took him out to Boon in a doughnut the winter. Plenty of fish, but no crowds are still coming and going,
many have a camera tucked under
Beach and always comes over to visit stationed as head keeper and is the box with a cto t’s leg in the box with price.
Mrs. Osgood and daughter Leona neath their arms. Quite a breeze here
the Light. During the winter he lives only keeper that has ever been at him when he was scarcely two weeks
old. Both Sambo and his master are have gone to live in Bath for the this morning and a sea is making up.
In New Hampshire. It was while he this station who is now in service.
Keeper Edmund A. Howe came here very proud of his picture.
winter where Leona attends Morse The Lochinvar will be a total losfc.
was here that the covered way was
There are seven lights visible from High.
How fortunate for th at crew of men
built to connect the dwelling and the Oct. 31, 1928, from G reat Duck
The station radio antenna was that no sea was running Tuesday night
two towers, enabling the keeper to Island where he had been keeper for this station on a clear night—Boon
attend the light and bell in inclement eight years. He remained only a lit Island Light Staltion, Boon Island fastened to a large tree an d the when they struck on the rocks.
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THOM ASTON

Miss Arvie Brawn of Thomaston Is
on the honor list at Colby College.
Mrs Slonie W. Jameson of Boston
Is in Camden for an indefinite stay.
Douglas Walker and friend Peter
Mills arrived today for a weekend
♦
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker.
ESTATE SUSAN L. STROUT. late of
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements In this column not to
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
Mrs. Ethel Hill of New York city exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
To
all
persons
interested
in
either
of
account
filed for allowance by J. Walter
p « . • • .
» the estates hereinafter named:
is a guest in the home of Charles C. cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Addi
Strout. of Thomaston. Exr.
ABOUT three rrres land nt The High
DRY
fitted
hard
wood
and
Junks.
$10:
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time.
RESTAURANT
for
sale,
all
modern,
FIVE
room
apartment
to
let
with
bath,
and Henry McDonald.
ESTATE DORA F. METCALF late of
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
10 cents for three times. Six words completely modern, overlooking harbor lands with barn and cellar thereon, for accommodations for table and counter fitted soft wood and slabs. $6; lumber $25
service. Now doing business at the best ner M All und*r cover. T, J. CARROLL In and for the County of Knox, on the Rockland, deceased. Supplementary ac
on back. Main St. front. Other rents sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W
Mrs. E. A Sargent who has been make a line.
c o u n t filed for allowance by Harry T.
118-tf location on Main St.. Rockland. Write Tel 263-21 or 739-M Rockland
118-tf
$14.
$20.
$27.50.
Come
end
look
them
20th day of September In the year of our Sukeforth, Admr.
visiting in Lincolnville, has returned
119*124
over. K B BARTER Tel. 25 or 1017-J
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres B L G.. care Courier-Gazette.
MILL WOOD, four foot lengths $6 Lord one thousand nine hundred and
to the home of her daughter Mrs.
ESTATE LEVI B. GILLCHREST. late of
120-122 j modern buildings, pasture land, hay
stove
length
$7.
Junks
and
fitted
hard
thirty-two. and by adjournm ent from Thomaston, deceased. Petition With
APPLES—McIntosh Red. Pound Sweets
Everett Cook, Beechwoods street.
| apple orchards lumber and Are wood
UPSTAIRS flat, five rooms, all modern. MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain and Snows for sale. J. F CALDER- wood at market prices. L. A. PACKARD day to day from the 20th day of said Annexed Copy of the Last Will and Tes120*125 R. " D . Thom aston._______________ 118-tf September the following matters having tam ent of the said Levi B. Glllchrest.
John Turner who has been vi-iting
Call any time 16 OCEAN ST
121-tf i St.. Camden Tel 2597
118-tf WOOD U nion__________
OMh brand new bpat 26 ft. long. Good been presented for the action thereupon . pra,.ing th at the Will of the said Levi B.
his sister Mrs. James E. Creighton, is
WALNUT
dining
suite,
fine
condition,
TENEMENT to let. all modern, will let i ' JOHN MORRIS Estate at Long Cove
for some one. JAMES A. GREG hereinafter Indicated it Is hereby Or- . oillclxrest. as written In said copy anreturning to Portland today, Satur BOY’S bicycle taken from Public Li it furnished or unfurnished, rent re a -, for sale, six room house, laree barn, nice table, buffet, six chairs, leather seats. trade
nexed. must be proved and allowed and
ORY. Vlnalhaven.
119*124 dered:
T hat notice thereof be given to all per- ,
Letters Testamentary issue to Grace
day.
brary. Reward. TEL. 770.
117«tf sonable Apply F L SHAW. 4 7 .N orth’ orchard, out buildings. Furnished or Annlv 67 TALBOT AVE_________ 120*122
116-tf not. lights and water, on main highway.
Main St. Tel. 422-R.
sons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
National Bank of New York City. N. Y .
1929 FORD coupe for sale: also 1927 In- 1
J. Warren Everett left Friday for BOSTON TERRIER strayed away.
this
order
to
be
nublished
three
weeks
Executor named therein, without
Inquire
FRANK
MORRIS________121*123
ROOMS
to
let
at
reasonable
prices,
eone two weeks. Reward. Phone
dtan motorcycle. NYE’S GARAGE Tel
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a ^ n d
presented by Nellie N. Glllchrest
Clinton. N J., to enter the Game Con Been
$2.50 to $4 nice warm rooms. MRS.
20-ACRE farm, good buildings, priced 585.
CHARLES H. BERRY at 889 or 897
121-123
newspaper published at Rockland In said :
Thomaston.
HARMON.
The
Kenmore,
29
Park
St.
servation Institute for an 18 months’
for
quick
sale;
2
mtn.
from
village
cen
121-123
County
that
they
may
apfear
at
a
Proweight 1500. kind, and pleas
ESTATE OLIVE E. AND ELIZABETH E.
course. His parents took him by ON SEPT. 16. a 12 ft. square stern Tel. 305._______________________ 121-123 ter. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.. Tel antHORSE.
bate Court to be held at $ald Rockland,
worker; will sell or exchange her
of Camden, Petition for License
118-tf
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and 1080
on the 18th day of October A. D. 1932, at | BLOOD,
motor to Portland where he en boat lost Reward. EDITH WHITMAN.
value. FRANK MORRIS. Long C o v .
to
Sell Certain Real Estate, situated in
bath.
Modern.
Ground
flour.
Ready
Stonington. Me.
121*123
MRS. ANNA SAVILLE will go out by nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be , Lincolnville, and fully described in said
trained.
121*123
now. 9 Suffolk St. M M. GRIFFIN.
the day doing dressmaking or plain heard thereon if they see cause.
Petition, filed by Lewis M. Blood, of
PICKED UP ADRIFT, green skiff in ________________________________ 121-tfJ FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden have Rockland
DRY hard wood fitted. $10 per cord; sewing. Price reasonable. TEL. 292-M.
ESTATE ANTILLA CASSENS. late of Camden, Gdn.
harbor about Aug. 15. A. L.
ments.
good
repair,
pleasant
surround
120*122 Camden. deceased. Petition for License ; Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
HOUSE of seven rooms and bath to le t.' ings Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W junks. $10; good quality mixed wood. $8;
planned to leave Oct. 18 for Fruitland SHUTE. 36 Willow St.
119*121
measure guaranteed O. H CRIE. Thom 
To Sell Certain Real Estate, at Public I quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
electric lights, furnace. Apply V. F
Park. Fla.
118-tf aston. Me. Tel. 122-2.
CIDER MILL running every week day. or
ur x-r»v»vc
n u n ^u .»«
.uv Town of
_
120*122
Private Sale, osituated
in the
STUDLEY. 69 Park St.__________ 121*123
All lots ground separate, choice lots Lincolnville. County of Waldo, and t h e ' County. Rockland. Maine.
George Dillingham who nas spent
APARTMENT to let in Bickneu Block
FIVE room lower rent to let at 34
ONE HUNDRED barrels of apples o n , given. special attention. cv
E. H phiL- Town of Camden. County of Knox, fully. Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
MRS. B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Te! 264 trees for sale. All winter fruit. N. C. BRICK Tel 2580 Camden
the summer in town has returned to
Pleasant St TEL 116-R________ 120-tf
121*123 described In said petition, and distribute |
118-S-124
Portland for the winter.
the proceeds, after payment of expenses
I HAVE furnished rents and unfur ________________________________ 118-tf CRAWFORD Warren. Me.________120-122
ASK FOR Miss West’s pastries at . among the heirs at law of the late An- ,
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
nished rents at all prices: also good bar
Mrs. Walter Tolman who has had
BEST
dry
fitted
hard
wood
$8.75.
Heald's
Spa.
Pies,
doughnuts,
cookies,
Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK mxed dry wood $5.75 FRANK ERICK etc FLORENCE M. WEST. West Rock tilla Cassens, presented by Stonnie E. ,
gains in real estate. ROBERT U. COL- rooms
the .care of Mrs A. O.
108-tf SON. Thomaston R. 1. Box 70.
Notices of A p p o in tm e n t
, Keen for a few • GIRL or woman wanted: some house- LINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77.______ 121-tf LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
120*122 I port___________________________119*121 | Richardson, and Howard W. Hall.
NAOMI J. O'BRIEN, late of Tnomaston. 1
weeks has returned to Vmalhaven.. work, care of children, mrs Parker
TWO rents, furnished or unfurnished,
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock deceased. Will and Petition for Probate }
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Mrs. Eliza Sawyer of that town is now YOUNG. Rankin Biook._________ 119-121 three rooms and four rooms, with baths.' Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
I.
Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders thereof, asking th a t the same may be
79 Summer St. Apply on PREMISES 240 Broadway.___________________ 118-tf Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO land
for the County of Knox, in the
with Mrs. Keen.
{ GIRL for general housework—must be at
solicited. H. C RHODES Tel. 519-J.
proved and allowed and th a t Letters Tes- j bate
____________________________
118-tf
or Tel 432-W.__________________ 120*122
State
of Maine, hereby certify that In
_________ ________ »_____________118-tf tam entarv Issue to Lizzie S. Levensaler.
room felts at 17 WarThe last meeting of the Garden i s°°d P!aln eook Ca» 61 talboL k i 23 TWO light housekeeping rooms to let. renSIXSt.,andto seven
the
following
estates the persons were
let. good condition. Apply
of Thomaston, she being the Executrix appointed Administrators.
DOUGHNUTS made to order, choco
DRY
FITTED
hard
wood,
under
cover
Executors,
Club for the season will be Oct. 11 ------------------------------------------- —— flush closet, shed, clothes closet. Adults ! 11 JAMES ST Tel 577
110-tf late. molasses and sugar
FRONIE $10. Junks $10. W L OXTON. West named in said Will, without bond
I
Guardians
and
Conservators and on the
With Mrs. J. E. Creighton
j GIRL attending Rockland Business only 72 CAMDEN ST__________ 120*125
JOHNSON. 19 Belvidere St. Phone Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
118-tf
STEAM-HEATED
apartm
ent
to
let.
ROBERT
J.
ANDREWS,
late
of
Warren,
i
dates
hereinafter
named:
_
1College wishes chance to work board and
SIX ROOM apartment. All modern , Levensaler Block, Thomaston. Water 1028-J.________________________ 119-121
v p s t a A PIERCE of Rockland. AuOscar Crie is mowing the grass in j room Apply to lena k sargent at
NOTICE—This is to notify all that deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
garage. Rent reasonable. Apply on furnished. Apply to R O. & F. D
1927 CHEVROLET Roadster With slipon
I gust 30. 1932. Emery F. Barbour, of Rockhis pond getting ready for the win- the college. Phone 1123-w._____ 121-123 with
this date I will pay only those bills tliereof. asking th at J 11* ®a7 f t ™ayT
premises. 35 OCEAN ST.________ 120*122 ELLIOT
117-tf body. Good rubber and motor. New from
proted
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Tes,
land
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firmation of Trustee, asking th at WllMrs. Helen Frye White in 1898. In ness. Mr. Wilson leaves his w’ife and forth as a true example of the wrong about the proposition, she soon finds
| liam T. White, of New York City. N. Y„
.
No. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
B U R PE E ’S
recognition of Mrs. Walker's services son Donald, his father. Louzier Wil- kind of publicity given by newspapers she is in love with her benefactor.
I be confirmed as Trustee of the estate
as founder, the chapter elected her son of Sailors’ Snug Harbor. N. Y„ of today. In this commercial age, Her love for her young son, however,
given
in
Trust,
for
the
use
and
benefit
ROCKLAND,
ME.
R E P O R T O F T H E C O N D IT IO N
of Jane T. White, of Rockland. Filed
an honorary member.
and two sisters. Rosamond of Boston children have the best of things, binds her to her husband. When her
by
William
T.
White.
It was voted to co-operate with the and Mrs. Ada Simmons of this place.' as the best- of radio music, lec- husband discovers the situation, he
—CF THE—
ESTATE EMILY SARGENT LEWIS,
Knox Memorial Association and Lady all of whom have the sympathy of the ■tures. etc., but they also have the orders her from their home, and she
late of Haverford, Pennsylvania, de
is
compelled
to
make
a
decision
that
Knox Chapter of Rockland in enter community.
ceased.
Petition for Confirmation of
i worst of things, sensuousness being
R O C K L A N D N A T IO N A L B A N K
Trustee, asking th a t Wilfred 8argent
taining the President General. N. S.
Mrs Horace Benner and chldren the base of some music and of many leads to a highly dramatic climax.—
Lewis, Leicester Sargent Lewis, and
D. A. R.. Mrs. Russell William Magna Ronald and Doris were guests Thurs- advertisements.
Of Rockland in the State of Maine at the close of business Sept 30 1932 , Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia,
In the lessons adv.
i Pa. be confirmed as Trustee of the esof Holyoke, Mass. The committee ap day of Mrs. Norman Barter a t T e n -' learned in school, although some will
Keys made to order. Keys mane
RESOURCES
: tate given in Trust, for the use and
MONEY FOR WHITEHEAD
pointed is Miss Lenfest, chairman. ant’s Harbor.
to fit locks when original keys are
Loans and discounts
■apparently be used directly, some of
benefit of Wilfred Sargent Lewis. Leices
$1,561,340
10
Overdrafts
Miss Hortense Wilson. Mrs. Josephine
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
ter Sargent Lewis, and Millicent Hacker
29 26
Mrs. Clara F Clark spent Tuesday the underlying lessons gained will be
States Government Seciyities ownpd .......... ..........................
An appropriation of $4000 was au United
books provide keys for all lock*
Walker. Miss Anna Dillingham. Mrs. in Rqckland.
723,973 12 j Lewis Pettit. Filed by Wilfred Sargent
' the power of perseverance and cono th er bonds, stork*, and securities owned ...............
i
Lewis.
Leicester
Sargent
Lewis,
and
2,350.569
86
without bother.
Scissors and
Emily Stevens, Mrs. Maria Copeland,
house. $57,500. Furniture and fixtures, $1.567 33................
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia
The Baptist Circle held a lood sale centration developed also, along with thorized bv the Lighthouse Bureau of Banking
59.067 33
Real
estate
owned
other
th
an
banking
house
Knives Sharpened.
Pa.
Mrs. Blanche Ayers.
25,977 30
Mothers and school teach the Department of Commerce for Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..............................
at
the
library
Wednesday
afternoon.
the
text.
electrifying the light station at
226 387 71
CLEMICE B. COLLETT, of Rockland.
There were twenty members pres
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*
and due from banks ...............................................
Mrs. sabelle Drummond has re  ers present especially declared it a Whitehead, and replacing the old Cash
Petition for Change of Name, asking
169 968 1.5
ent. Refreshments were served by
Outside checks and other cash items ......................................................
very worthwhile talk.
31.975
96
th
a
t
the
name
of
the
said
Clemice
B.
turned
from
a
visit
in
Boston.
fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U S Treat
steam fog signal plant by a moderr Redemption
Mrs. Copeland and her committee of
Collett be changed to Clemice Blackingurer ...................................................................................
Mrs. Ervine and' son Charles of
ton.
7.500 00
compressed air fog signal. Funds for Other assets ........................................................
Mrs. Cassandra Washburn, Mrs. Martinsville
were
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
19.324
04
Sunday
School
Graduation
Exercises
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ESTATE ANTTI PERTTULA. late of
Emily Stevens. Miss Anna Dilling and Mrs. Horace Benner Sunday in
the latter are Included in another ap
George, deceased. Petition praying
Total
Telephone 791
There were 95 in attendance Sun propriation.
ham. Mrs. Blanche Ayers. The No honor of Mr. Benner’s birthday anni
Cj .176.112 83 St.
th a t the Court determine the amount of
B«-tf
LIABILITIES
vember meeting will be held at Mont versary. Ice cream and a birthday day at the graduation exercises held
. money which* the Public Administrator
pay for the perpetual care of the
at the Baptist Church. The program j According to a Writer, some fruits, C&nltal stock paid in ..................................................................
$150,000 00 I may
pelier.
cake were also served later.
'
opened with a song by the entire i although palatable, are not pleasing Surplus ..........................................................................................................
grave
plot,
in
which
the
body
of
said
100 000 00
I Undivided profits—net ................................................. *
Antti Perttula. is buried, and to whom
As a p art of the roof of the Baptist Jfhon). ar
64 810 44 | the
same shall be paid Presented by
Reserves for Interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and unpaid
AUTHORIZED
59.313 89
chapel was recently being shingled, school: and prayer by Rev. Howard to the eye. Grapefruit, for instanc". I Circulating
notes outstanding ..............................................................
H. Ingraham, of Rockland, PubA.
Welch.
The
beginners
and
mem|
_
T
h
e
Humorist
(London),
150.000 00 II Frank
lie Administrator.
MAJESTIC RADIO
the boys and girls of the Junior bers of the primary department sang
1 Due to banks, including certified and cashiers’ checks outstand
ing ............................................................................................................
LUMP STEAM COAL
ESTATE ERIK GUSTAF NIKANDER,
Christian Endeavor, realizing that it Praise Him," "Two Little Eyes," and
20,199 54
SALES AND SERVICE
I Demand deposits ........................................................
528.744 79 | late of St. George, deceased. Petition
S ',50— T w o T o n s S7.25
would take considerable from the Father We Thank Thee," also re
...................
198.3 926 13 , praying that the Court determine the |
House-Sherman, Inc.
United States deposits
finances. secretly met and ^ M e d to
an£, the
loo noo oo
amount of money which the Public Ad
TIIE BEST SCREENED LUMP
m inistrator may pay for the perpetual 442 MAIN ST ROCKLAND TF.L. 721
have a hot dog sale after school. T h ey 1Prayer; the third year primary group
19 324 04
For RHEUM ATISM take Other liabilities
SOFT, S9.50
care of the grave plot. In which the body
113eot-tf
realized over , $1.. and
of said Erik Gustaf Nlkander, is buried,
. . the sum was gave the Beatitudes and the Ten
Total ........................................................................................................ $5,176,112 83
HARD COAL, 813.59
and to whom the same shall be paid.
State of Maine, County of Knox. ss.
Commandments; the second year
Presented by Frank H. Ingraham, of
shingles. This was a boys’ and girls’ group answered biblical questions on
I, Joseph Emery. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear th at the
Rockland, Public Admr.
Delivered in Rockland or
above statem ent Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief, t
Idea and carried out wholly by them. . the past year's work; Robert Wyllie
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
ESTATE SARAH E. CALER. late of
Thomaston
SPECIAL COM POUND
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
and Louie Cogan entered the begin You
50c Extra Outside Towns
will not regret it. For sale at a l l! Subscribed and sworn to befo’-** wo this 6th dav of October. 1932
account filed for allowance, by Alfred M.
L O N G COVE
ners' class from the cradle roll.
D. C . LEACH, Notary Public.
Strout. of Thomaston. Admr.
stores. Let us send you j ISeal |
The following groups were present- leading drugBuxton
Correct—A ttest:
ESTATE FAIRFIELD F. WILLIAMS,
Medicine Co . AbJ. B. P A U L S E N
| St. George Church (Episcopal) Rev., ed with diplomas by Superintendent Ij a7 ?booklet.
J"
WILLIAM T. COBB
late of Thomaston, deceased. First and
JAMES K ENT, D. O.
'el 84-2
Thomaston
GILFORD B. BUTLER
Final account filed for allowance by
E O. Kenyon, pastor: Church school Irvin Spear: Beginners' to first year
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
.
R . ANSON C R IE
Marian D. Williams, of Thomaston, Ad
121’lt
i at 3 p. in. Evensong and sermon a t 4. i primary — Eugene Peabody, Beverly1
»______
Directors. ministratrix.
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W inslow High Soon T o Play
R ockland, R ated O ne of
the Best

A t T h e H ig h S ch o o l

adette Snow and Caroline McAllister,
managers of the eastern and western
divisions.

•

• ♦*♦

SALA

Miss Griffith of the Junior High
has recovered and is back with us;
Miss Veazie substituted. Miss Syl- :
A meeting of the Parent-Teacher vester substituted for Miss Leadbet- 1
The High School football season is Association will be held Monday ter.-'who was among the missing last ’
Wednesday.
In addition to personal notes regard
.Timmy Emery is visiting his par thus reviewed by a Waterville corre night.
• • • •
ing departures and arrivals, this depart ents, Mr. and Mrs. James W. Emery spondent:
• «• *
m ent especially desires Information of
The
Junior
High assembly last I
The Junior High Press Club is
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. for a few days before going to Miami I "Cony, Winslow, Waterville, Hallo
Notes sent bv mall or telephone will be where lie has employment for the I
functioning. Delegates to the Senior I Wednesday presented a long and |
well,
Gardiner
and
Skowhegan
s'and
gladly received.
winter cn the yacht La Vereierre.
i out as the strongest of the Central High Press Club are Eleanor Ames, varied program of short sketches,
TELEPHONE ............................... 170 or 794
recitations, dances and instrumental
Morgan.
Maine schoolbey elevens following Ruth Pike and •Kenneth
pieces by the students; an example
• * •
Mrs.
L.
A.
Walker
is
in
Rockland,
the opening salutes fired on sundry
Mrs. Sadie Leach was leader a t the
of the talent which may be found
Helen
Jordan
has
been
secretary
j
Mass.,
visiting
her
mother.
Maine gridirons. Cony, with a vet
meeting of Chickawaukie Chapter,
and developed in boys and girls of
to
Mr.
Blaisdell
this
week.
eran cluster; Winslow and Waterville
this age. The assembly program:
Delphian Society, Thursday after
Capt. Alec Gunn of Bucksport is appear to be the cream of the above
Violin solo, Melzer Pietrosky; sketch,
noon at Mrs. Beulah Allen’s apart
The
usual
magazine-selling
cam
Ruth Pike and Stirling Morse; Chi
ments.
Topics presented were: visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witliam crop of football stars.
paign
started
Tuesday
morning
at
"Winslow surprised Jimmy Fitz assembly, with a talk by “Oley” Ma nese dance, Margaret Hussey and
“Giotto's Career,” Mrs. Ella S. Bird: for a few days. Capt. Gunn leaves
“His Work and His School," Mrs. Maud next week for Chesuncook to get his patrick's Portland high outfit by tak lone, representative of the Crowell Pauline Lerman; reading, “GuiSmith; “His Life and Times," Miss boats ready for the start of the h u n t ing a six-zero tiff, in which in all Publishing Co., which puts out stppe Buys a Car," Meredith Dondis;
probability,
Winslow was labeled a the “Woman's Home Companion,” sketch, “Lawyer Brown’s Debut,”
Caroline Jameson; "Progress of Art,” ing season.
,
se up However. Coach Bill M ans-! . . ^ . ^
Magazlne/. ••Collier's," Frederick Bartlett;, Thad Grotton
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood; “Giotto's
Mrs. Ednah Robbins. Rockport was field has a penchant for upsetting the a rd ..The fcountry Home , Mr Ma_ and James Hayes: piano solo, Doro
Qualities as an Artist," Mrs. Allen
timers.
big
Winslow draws a ] ione gave an interesting and educa- thy Monroe; sketch. “Safety First,”
The study of Giotto's pictures includ hostess to the T Club last evening.
breather Saturday, ehtertaining Dan tional talk on personal advertising station agent, Charles Emery; Mied “From the Arena Chapel,” by Mrs.
Suella Sheldon and “From the
The E. C. Club and guests had Shanahan's Madisonians. The Shan- and salesmanship. Of each subscrip randy. Leighton White; Hiram, Rich
Church of Assisi” by Mrs. Helena luncheon yesterday at Community nies are too light for the rest of the tion or renewal 'procured by the stu ard Harden; Katrinka. Roy Joyce;
Fales. A general discussion complet Sweet Shop and cards at the summer schools in this section, and while they dents, the school will receive one- Peter. Edward Childs. Clara Gregory
ed the meeting, the next to be Oct. 20. home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen in are a courageous crowd, prospects of half the subscription price, thus giv was leader of the assembly.
South Hope, with Mrs. Allen as holding Winslow to anything less ing us a source of revenue greatly
WILLIAM E. RONEY
than six or seven touchdowns are needed in these times, when so much
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair, hostess.
glum. Captain Phil Piecuch of the penny-pinching has had to be done
Mr. and Mj£. E. E. Stoddard and Rev.
Native of Owl’s Head Dies at His
Mrs. Everett Munsey is the guest Orange Blossoms will be on the shelf in connection with school adminis
and Mrs. George H. Welch were en
Heme in Jonesboro
tertained last evening at picnic sup of Dr. and Mrs. Linwood Rogers in for two weeks, the Winslow leader tration, and football is on trial for
wrenching an ankle in the Portland its very existence. I t is hoped that
per by Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee, Port Fairfield, for a few days.
William E. Roney, 73, a well-known
game.
Rockland citizens will help in this
Main street.
“Cony High may be rated up with campaign for school funds.
resident
of Jonesboro, died at his
Dr. and Mrs. Jam es Kent who have the Maine singers when the fall firing
**• *
home Cct. 4. Although Mr. Ronev
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Robinson and i been in Boston for the week are ex- ceases. Bill Macomber has a heavy,
A teachers' meeting of Senior High had been in precarious health for
their niece, Miss Adelaide Damon, , pected home tomorrow. They at- veteran machine that is expected to
have returned to Natick, Mass., after j tended the convention of the New roll over most of their opponents and School was held last Wednesday in several years, his death was sudden
connection with the magazine-sell
RO CK PORT
spending the summer at their cot England Osteopathic Association.
the Capital City clan has arranged a ing campaign.
as he had been about his home and
tage at Ginn's Point.
• * *•
rugged nine-game card. Cony tackle'
made his usual trips to store and
Mr. and Mrs. Benson Brown, Ev
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Rankin were in Skowhegan
Saturday.
Although
Here is the list of editors for the
Gatchell and Everett Carver of
Mrs. Russell Davis and son Rob Auburn Tuesday to attend funeral Skowhegan looked impressive in “T attler” and “Cauldron." It is in pcstoffice on Monday. He was born erett
Monmouth were guests Monday of
ert of Thomaston were guests Thurs services for Mrs. Rankin’s nephew. stopping Rockland in the season teresting to note th at the student in Owl s Head, Aug. 31, 1859, the | Mrs. Lillian Keller.
Avard L. Richan.
day of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee.
opener, the Macombers should win having the highest scholastic stand youngest son of William and Mary J
easily.
ing at the end of the sophomore Rackliff Roney. He came to this I Miss Patricia Blakely was able to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rhama
Philbrick
and
year
is chosen as editor-in-chief of town 50 years ago, when the granite 1attend school Wednesday after being
"Harry
Newell,
coach
of
Waterville
Mrs. Lillian Perry was hostess to
confined to her home for a few days
the
i'Tattler"
for the year following.
Mrs.
Pearl
Studley
motored
to
Port
high,
turned
loose
a
group
of
fresh
the Cheerful Circle Wednesday at
land Monday.
men and sophomores th a t showed Last year's editor. Robert Allen, is business was flourishing and was a from illness.
her home on Warren street.
plenty of possibilities. Waterville editor-in-chief of the “Cauldon" this trusted employee, in different capaci- i Mrs. Huse Richards will entertain
ties, of the Bodwell Granite Co. as the Rockport Farm Bureau group
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained at lost most of their team by gradua year.
George Vorice of New York and
“Tattler" editorial board—Editor- long as the firm was in active busi- . Tuesday at her home. Dinner will
Mr. and Mrs. Domenick Aranzato of supper and cards Thursday evening tion, but this season's cluster looked in-chief.
be served at noon. Miss Lawrence
Eleanor Tibbetts; senior
Portland spent the past week with I a t her Crescent Beach cottage. like a well-oiled machine in trampling editor, Shirley Barbour; junior edi- ness here. His wife was formerly M. will attend and have charge of the
Madison,
33-0.
The
local
aggregation
I
Edith
Whitney,
daughter
of
Ephraim
■
Prizewinners
were
Mrs.
Ralph
GlenMrs. Aranzato's mother, Mrs. Robprogram, subject, ‘Reconditioning tne
grid greats may run into trouble tor, Nathalie Jones; sophomore edi- and Rebecca Leighton Whitney.
. bins. Achorn street. Charles E denning. Mrs. Carl E. Freeman and «of
«•_i..... i _ as ±
,
• . tnr
tif-rw
Wardrobe.”
tor, ftOTtrnrlA
Gertrude Uoab
Heal; frnebmon
freshman rw
editor,
Saturday
they
line
up
against
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roney
conducted
the
Mrs.
Leland
Drinkwater.
There
were
Washburn and Albert U. Washburn
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolman, Mr.
Carl
Spear;
joke
editor.
Harrison
Rumford
High."
hotel
and
livery
stable
here
for
many
of Marion, Mass., were weekend ! two tables.
Sanborn: club editor. Sylvia Shafter; years until his failing health curtailed and Mrs. J. F. Heald and son Harold
’ guests of Mrs. Robbins, who is their
social editor, Ruth Gregory; art edi active labor, but the quiet home-late spent an enjoyable day Sunday on a
STARTS NEW SEASON
Jcousin.
Mrs. A. J. Murray was hostess to
tors, Stanley Quinn and Frederick
motor trip to Cadillac Mountain.
the Hill and Dale Club at luncheon Local W.C.T.U. Entertains Teachers. Merritt; literary editor, Elizabeth place and courteous host, were well
Miss Hortense Bohndell will be
fc Mrs. P. R. Moxon and daughter Thursday at her home on Talbot ave —Educational Program Discussed Walker; business manager. Carol known to the traveling public, and hostess to the Trytohelp Club Mon
his
familiar
face
will
be
much
missed
P a tric ia , who have been guests of nue. House decorations featured
Gardner; exchange editor. Elizabeth
from the town Besides his wife, he ! day evening at her home on Beech
>Mrs. Earle D. MacWilliams, Chest- brilliant hued autumn flowers, while
The local W.C.T.U. held its first j Sukeforth; alumni editor, Virginia is survived by three children Mrs street.
| n u t street the past month have re a bowl of beautiful roses from Mrs program meeting of the season Connon; athletic editor, Everett FroMrs. Clyde Spear underwent a
Murray's gardens formed the table Thursday evening in the Methodist hock; assembly editor. Ruth Dondis. Edgar White of Cheshire. Conn., and
turned to Bethlehem, Pa.
centerpiece - Present were Mrs. E. L vestry# preceded with a supper at j “Cauldron" editorial board—Edi Vaughan and Harold Roney botn surgical operation Thursday morning
at Knox Hospital and her condition
Miss Pearl Leach who is enjoying Toner, Mrs. Maynard Marston, Mrs. which the teachers of the city schools tor-in-chief, Robert Allen: assistant residents of Portland, there are also , is said to be favorable.
two weeks vacation from Senter H. Laton Jackson. Mrs. Herman Hart. were guests. About 50 members and editor. Eleanor Tibbetts; senior edi nine grandchildren and two sisters j
Crane's motored to Cadillac Moun Mrs. C. Alton Palmer, Mrs. R. S guests enjoyed the delightful supper tor, Shirley Barbour: junior editor, Mrs. Ada Ingerson of Attleboro. I Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
Sherman, Mrs. Kenneth Spear and served by ladies of the organization Nathalie Jones; sophomore editor, Mass, and Mrs. Flora Williams of I and their husbands were entertained
tain recently.
i Wednesday evening a t supper and
Gertrude Heal; freshman editor, Vlnalhaven.
Mrs. Murray.
Greetings were extended by the presi- Margaret Dunton; alumni editor,
The children were all present at bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Emily Greene who has been
dent, Mrs. Hope Brewster. The pro Mildred Sweeney: assistant alumni the services held at the home Thurs Walter Carroll.
confined to her home for several
Mr. and Mrs. William Odber have gram subject was "Our Educational I ed?tTrTMary“"st^kb7idTeT‘exchange
day afternoon. Rev. Charles EasternMiss Irene Luboshutz and her
weeks with a fractured shoulder was closed their summer home at Ginn': P rogram ' with Mrs. Clara Vmery a: editor Alice G
a rt edR sta n . hcuse officiating. W. Bucknam of grandmother, who have been spend
a guest Thursday of Mrs. Willard Point and returned to Hartford.
leader and took the form of an in- ■ley O uirn; a.sistant art editor, Machias conducted burial in the j ing the summer at the Luboshutz cot
Fales.
formal discussion on Temperance Frederick Merritt; girls' athletic edi- family lot in Forest Hill cemetery.
tage on Beauchamp avenue, leave to
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover went tc Teaching of Cur Youth.
Princ’pa.
Carolyn McAllister; boys' athday for Philadelphia. Madam Lea
Mrs. Willard Fales had as guests Portland Thursday, planning to Elaisdell of the High School
who letic editor. Sylvanus Frohock; club
THE PUNKIN’ CENTER BAND
Luboshutz plans to go Wednesday.
yesterday Mrs. Carl Fales of East spend the weekend in a motor trip
was a delegate to the National Educa editor. Mary Ginn; society editor,
The Weidman Class will hold its
Friendship, and Mrs. Charles Maxey through the White Mountains.
IFor The Courier-Gazette |
tional Association last June spoke Avis Lovejoy; literary editor, Velzora
regular meeting Tuesday evening at
and Mrs. Kenneth Fales of South
They tell me It you write a song, you the Methodist vestry.
of
the
resolutions
adopted
by
that
Look;
debating
editor,
Walter
Warren. They motored to Commun
soon get very rich.
The E.F.A. Club was delightfully body, endorsing tiie 18th Amendment Staples; joke editor, Leon White;
ain't much on music 'cause I ’m
ity Sweet Shop for dinner.
Rev. F F Fowle and Rev. G. F. Cur
entertained Wednesday at picnic and th a t it be taught as a part of business manager, Carol Gardner; Now Isometimes
off the pitch.
dinner by Mrs. Benj. Philbrook and Constitutional Law. He spoke o' assistant business manager, Berna- But I ’m so sick of m ilkin’ cows an' saw- rier motored Tuesday to Wiscasset
Mrs. Belle Frost entertained at her Mrs. A. R. Bachelder at Mrs. PhHwhere in the afternoon they attended
ln' wood by hand.
I ’ll try and write a song about our Pun- a missionary gathering at the Congre
Home. North Main street Wednesday brook's cottage at Pleasant Beach similar action taken by the Nationa \ dette Snow.
Parent-Teachers
Association.
Supt
•
•
•
•
kin’
Center
Band.
evening, the Larkin Club. A very Cards were in order in the afternoon,
gational Church. Enroute they visit
Toner gave a brief outline of the j The sophomores held a class meet- When they go by a-tootln’ the people all I ed the old church at Aina and were
pleasant evening was spent and with each player receiving a favor.
State law concerning temperance ing Monday night to elect a Wash
turn out;
lunch was served. The guests were |
interested in the built-in wall
teaching in the schools and how it I ington Club treasurer to succeed The dogs to help all howl a n ’ yelp, the much
Mesdames
Marjorie
Cummings.
pulpit, the boxed seats with side doors,
Mrs. Harry Bossa and daughter. Miss was carried out locally.
kids
all run an’ shout:
Jaqueline
Blethen,
and
to
elect
a
The
pretty
girls
all
smile
at
them,
’cause
Clara Kelsey, Doris Jordan, Blanche Mary Gay, of Friendship, have take1.!
etc.
Miss Anna Coughlin spoke most representative to the Student Council
nowhere ln this land
Fales, Felicia Dodge. Mabel Greene, apartments at The Laurie. Miss Gay
Miss Thelma Erickson, accompanied
Is there a bunch of boys can beat the
in
place
of
Edward
Griffin
who
has
interestingly
of
her
experiences
with
and Cccile McPhee, and Olive Fales is attending High School.
Punkln’ Center Band
by her mother, Mrs. Asenath Erickson,
moved to Boston. Sidney Harden
the
youth
in
temperance
teaching,
of South Warren, Rena Fales and
and said children should above al was elected to Student Council. The leader. Hiram Wetherbee, he plays 1 whom she has been visiting at Old
Florence Burns of East Friendship.
Orchard, returned home Thursday
Mrs. Lawrence Trumbull of Farm  else be taught respect and reverence Catherine Black took the votes for
the sly-trombone,
his hand’ goes back an' forth night.
ington is the guest of her sister, Mrs. for law and all good things.
treasurer but refused the office, and An’ when
he makes the old thing groan!
The Speech Readers Club opened A. T. Thurston.
Rockport is represented in the
Mrs. Lydia Storer sang two solos will be assistant to the runner-up, An' Ell Jones on his cornet can go up to
its season Thursday afternoon with
high C.
membership campaign, being con
Emma Harding.
charmingly
accompanied
by
Mrs.
good attendance of members and
An’
everybody
ln
the
band
Is
Just
as
•
•
»
•
Miss Margaret Robinson went to
ducted by the Knox-Lincoln Farm
good as he.
much interest evinced in the work Boston Thursday for a few days’ visit. Averill a t the piano. Miss Alena
Bureau by Mrs. Christie Whitney,
Entertainment a t the freshman
Yeung. Knox County president of
outlined for the winter. The after
The hens all go to squawkin', the pigs all Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs. Louise
W.C.T.U. gave a brief resume of the social Friday night was clever, hilari
noon was devoted to business en
squeal an’ grunt
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was
ous and distinctly out of the ordi
six-foot Ansel Moody swings his Holbrook.
tirely — reading reports and dis in the city Thursday calling on educational program of the organiza nary,, as freshman socials always When baton
out ln front;
Following the regular Thursday eve
tion, and Mrs. Clara Emery spoke of
cussing plans. In the schedule of the ! friends and relatives.
Eph Higgins, on the tuba, he surely Is ning prayer service at the Methodist
the fine work done by the school have been and xwill be as long as
the
squeeze—
season's work Mrs. Flora Lovejoy was j
Miss Pike is freshman advisor. A
must hear him In Cuba when they Church the official beard held a meet
appointed to have charge of the 1 Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cameron have ahildren the past year in essay and meeting of the Demopublican Party They have
a nor west breeze
ing at which various matters of busi
Thrift Shop work. Greetings were 1returned from a motor trip to St. poster contests as exhibited at the was held, Chairman Souse (Edward
State Convention in Waterville. She Hayes) presiding. Characters — An They play on Decoration Day ln front of ness were discussed.
sent to Miss Annie Frye who is ill. John, Fredericton
and
Wood- also spoke of the medal contest work
our town hall:
Rev. G. F. Currier officiated at the
The club meets each Thursday after- ,
nouncer. Ralph Tyler; E. Marl Co An' Just to hear the “Old Dead March" funeral services of Mrs. Harriet Car
noon at 2.30. The officers are: Presi- , stock, N. B.
in the schools. A social followed. ran, Cobb Peterson: Alfalfa Bill,
must make the angels bawl;
’ dent. Mrs. Freeman Brown; first vice ' The Rubinstein Club opens its sea The supper hostesses were Mrs. Ida William
wiI1 R ^ r s , Sam An' when we have our county fair It ter, 89, widow of Roscoe Carter, Wed
rurely would be bum
nesday afternoon at West Rockport.
president. Miss Helen Carr; second
Simmons Mrs. Hope Brewster. Mrs j Glover; MacAdoodle, Sulo Gronros; If anything
should happen, a n ’ the Brass
son
Friday
afternoon,
Oct
14
a
t
the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wharf! of Old
vice president, Mrs. Nathan L. W ithBand could not come.
Evelyn Sherman, Mrs. Frances Hall, j Amos 'n Andy, Oscar Marsh and
Universalist
vestry,
when
Mrs.
Faith
Orchard were overnight guests Thurs
am; corresponding secretary, Mrs. J.
Mrs.
Austin
Smith
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Raymond
Jordan;
Mayor
Burley,
But I hear dad a-yellln’ “It's time to do day at the home of Mrs. John Erick
C. Hill; recording secretary, Miss G. Berry, as program chairman, will Lord.
the chores!"
Francis Havener;
Andy Gump,
Annie Frye; treasurer, Mrs. Bessie present a paper on the Eastern Music
If I should get his dander up he surely son enroute to Brewer where they
Charles
Frazier;
John
Garnet.
Carl
Camp.
Participants
in
the
miscel
will visit friends.
rips a n ’ roars!
Hewett.
The apron committee of the Uni ton Gregory; Sal Mith, Charles Mer Now If
laneous musical program will be Miss versalist
at anytime you should happen
Philip Spear returned this week to
fair is sponsoring a harvest ritt; Hobble Stevens. Arthur Jordan;
up
this
wav
The Sunshine Society will meet Adelaide E. Cross, Mrs. Mildred Hav dinner Wednesday, from 11.30 to 1 accompanist, Carl Spear (accordion). At Punkln'
’unkli Center you must stop a n ’ Amherst, Mass , where he will resume
his studies at the State College.
hear the Brass Band play.
londay afternoon at the club room, ener, Mrs. Luda Mitchell, Mrs. Haze! p. m.. a t the vestry, with Mrs. Clara Soap-box orations were given by
Llewellyn Newbert.
Atwood, Mrs. Lydia Storer, Miss Edna Smith as chairman.
At the Methodist Church, Forrest F.
17 Main street.
some
of
the
candidates,
accompanied
Gregory, Mrs. Frances McLoon and
by
turbulent
demonstrations.
Andy
The teachers a t Junior High i Miss Thelma Linscott.
Rev. and Mrs. H. H. Marr have re Gump was finally elected nominee
School had a jolly waffle party Mon
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union turned from a visit in Newport with by a narrow margin.
day evening at the home of Supt.
*• • •
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Carey. They were
and Mrs. E. L. Toner. All teachers Veterans sponsors a card party Tues special guests at the Ladies' Aid fair
A gold party held sway seventh
were present except Miss Eleanor day evening at G rand Army hall, with
period Monday, in honor of Ruth
Griffith who was detained at home by Mrs. Evie Perry as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Harriman, Dondis, who was presented with a
(illness.
Mrs. Louise Sawtelle has returned Mrs. J. P. Harriman, Miss Carrie gold typewriting pin. having success
Gardner French is in Bangor for to the home of her daughter Mrs. El'a Duncan of Rockland, and Mrs. A. B fully passed the 15-minute test with
three months attending the telephone S. Bird, after spending the summer Morin of South Boston motored tc a speed of over 50 words a minute.
Bucksport and Fort Knox Wednes And everyone was "as good as gold”
school of instruction in the use of the in Livermore Falls.
of course, after being refreshed with
' C lean— easy burning
day.
dial system. Mrs. French and son
golden ginger ale and cookies, served
Donald are guests of Mrs. French's
Albert Dodge was in Portland Mon
little ash— economical
The Teen Age World Wide Guild of by members of the class. Special
sister, Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater, dur day on business.
Littlefield Memorial Church, met with guests were Gertrude Simmons and
ing his absence.
Walter Barstow, former gold pin win
Save on your fuel bill
Reduced to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Porter who Miss Daisy Grey Thursday evening, ners.
this w inter by using one
Ruth and Pauline, daughters of Mr. have been a t The Laurie have re and worked on a quilt top for the
•
•
•
•
T
hrift
Shop.
A
letter
was
read
from
and Mrs. Erwin Spear entertained 23 turned to New York. Mrs. Porter was
of the m ost efficient and
A beautiful cabinet Brunswick had
young friends recently in celebration a patient at Knox Hospital for several Miss Ida Elliot, Maymyr, Burma been given the school by Mrs. Oram
thanking the Guild girls for the work
econom ical of fuels—
of their 7th and 8th birthdays, re  weeks.
they did for her last year. These offi Lawry, and is being used to teach
spectively. Marilyn Drinkwater and
COKE.
rhythm
in
typewriting.
Suitable
a ton at
Opportunity Class met Thursday cers were elected: Counsellor, Miss records have been presented by Mil
Nancy Howard won the prizes in the
peanut hunt. Jeanne Palmer and evening at the home of Mrs. Hattie Berla Lord; assistant counsellor, dred Sweeney.
A
t
our
R
ockland
plant
• ** *
Virginia Bowley carried off prizes for Riohards. Thomaston with Mrs. Lillian Lord; president, Vivian
we now have a small su r
our plant.
pinning the tail on the donkey. The Louise Ingraham as assisting hostess. Chaples; vice president, Blanche
“Oley"
Ma’
A
ne
was with us again'
plus of this fuel which is
’young hostesses were assisted in the There were 21 members and two Grey; treasurer, Elizabeth Grey; as last Friday at a rally in the middle
games by Mrs. Lucy Lowe. The guests present. Officers elected are: sistant treasurer. Ernestine Simmons; of the R.H.S. Sales Corp, campaign.
a by-product in the m an 
No deliveries
Halloween color scheme was carried President, Mrs. Addie Small; first secretary. Frances Mosher; assistant Robert Allen, president of the cor
secretary,
Arlene
Grey;
librarian.
ufacture of our gas.
cut in decorations and favors. Lunch vice president, Miss Alice McIntosh,
poration,
was
chairman.
Mr.
Blaisa t 4.30 included sandwiches, punch, second vice president. Mrs. Ada Pres Helen Yeager! werk committee. Daisy dell spoke after which Mr. Bowden
This coke is the finest
ice cream, birthday cake, brownies cott; secretary. Mrs. Evelyn Crockett: Grey. Myra.Watts.MildredWeymouth: and Miss Goding. faculty advisors
program
committee,
Frances
Ham
and candy. The guests were Doro treasurer, Mrs. Lillian Joyce; mis
quality, easy burning,
for the eastern and western divisions,
thy Smith, Marilyn Drinkwater. Vir sionary treasurer, Mrs. Catherine mond, Dorothy Flanders; reading respectively challenged each other's
very
little ashes to bother
Stock up now and save
contest,
Frances
Pettee
and
Genevieve
ginia Barlow, Nancy Howard, Barbara Collins; chairman welfare committee.
teams to make the higher quota.
w ith, light and easy
money on your heat this
Lamb, Ruth Payson, Betty Payson, Miss Mary Frye; class teacher, Mrs. Grey; membership committee. Elea There were appropriate vocal solos
Barbara Havener, Beverly Havener, Florence Keach. An interesting let nor Sylvester and Ruth Pendleton.
by Ernest Doyle and Howard Crock
handling.
winter.
Mary Wotton, Ruth Wotton, Jeanne ter from the native Indian missionary
ett, and accordion solos by Carl
Woman 101 years old has never Spear. The meeting came to a close
Palmer. Betty Munro. Madeline th e class supDorts was read. The
seen
an
automobile—Head-line
with the singing of school songs, and
Munro. Virginia Bowley, Helen Spear, visiting committee named for Octo
Sylvia Hooper and Dorothy Kennedy. ber Includes Mrs. Richards and Mrs. Maybe that's the reason she is 101.— cheers for the football team, adverBeatrice Chaples. The entertain Atlanta Journal.
I tising the game which occurs today.
The program was arranged by BemCall Sherwood E. Frost, tel. 1181-Y ment features directed by Mrs.
and order your American Magazine; Crockett and Mrs. Small included an
Ml M o th e r s
iwo years $3.50, good only until Nov. oldtime spelling bee, in which Mrs.
EDW IN L. SC AR LO TT
know its value for
Maud G rant was winner, and making
10; 158 North Main street. 119*121
Colds, Coughs, Cuts,
the most words from “Opportunity,"
Osteopathic Physician
Scalds, Burns, Brui>
POWE
Don't take chances wltnoui automo the award going to Mrs. Clara Greg
es, Chilblains.
bile insurance. Insure your automo ory. Sandwiches, hot chocolate and
Tel.
i;o
I MONEY REFUNDED If
bile today with Roberts <fc Veazie, assorted cakes were served. Mrs.
Telephones 530— 529
! it fails, used as directed. 35 Limerock St.
Rockland, Me.
Opp. Post office
Inc., M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic Richards' home was gay in Halloween Prepared by Norway Medicine Co,
63-tf
121-124
Temple, Rockland.
40-S-tf
deckings.
Norway, Maine.
All Dealer*
(By Elizabeth Walker)

TEA

Prices Reduced
C

15
50'
31

S a la d a B ro w n Lab el

%
lb.

lb.

«

S a la d a R e d L a b e l

lb.

I 4 5 €

%

lb.

T h e S a m e F in e s t Q u a l i t y

T ry

COKE

438

CAPE COD CANAL
Fowle, pastor, the Sunday school ses
sion will be held at 10 o'clock; morn
F. H. Payne, Assistant Secretary of
ing worship at 11, subject, “What's On
Your Trail?" Epworth League at 6 War, says that the dredging to
with Mrs. Beatrice Richards leader; straighten the approaches to Saga
at the evening service at 7 o'clock the more bridge. Cape Cod canal, for
subject will be "Non-stop Flying.” which $277,000 has been allotted, will
Ladies' Aid will meet Wednesday at be speeded up as much as possible To
the vestry; prayer meeting Thursday give early employment. Bids will be
evening.
opened Tuesday and the contractor
Baptist Church, George F. Currier, who gets the award must finish the
minister: Church school at 10 o'clock; i work in a year from the time he be
worship at 11. with children's story, gins it. “This," said Payne, “is an
"The Little Idol,” sermon “The Im improvement that should prove helpperial Commission of the Church," I ful to New England shippers and
and special music by the choir; B. Y. others.”
P. U. at 6, Miss Mona Stahl, leader;
evening service at 7 with songs of
praise and sermon "Great discoverers
in the past and present." Trytohelp
Club meets a t the home of Miss Hor
If stomach gas makes you restless
tense Bohndell Monday evening;
ldaies' circle Wednesday, an all-day and unable to sleep on light side,
session in the church parlors; prayer take Adlcrika. One dose will rid you
meeting Thursday, subject, the fourth of gas or nervousness, and bring
of the series on “Great Doctrines— sound sleep. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug
gists
The Way of Salvation.”

DON’T SLEEP CN LEFT
SIDE, GAS KURTS HEART

M O N .TU ES.

W hen the west
W AS YOUNG
— and a six-shooter
and a man’s courage
ruled the wild frontier
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RANDOLPH SCOTT
SALLY BLANE
J . FARRELL MACDONALD

Q Qtiramoum Qictutr

SPECIAL
CHILDREN'S MATINEE
TCESDAY 4.00 O'CLOCK
ADMISSION 19 CENTS

M ONDAY-TUESDAY
Dietrich the glamorous—exotic
beauty o f "Morocco”—Tragic
heroine o f "Dishonored”—
Lovely derelict of "Shanghai
. Express”.

DIETRICH
BLONDE VENUS
AForomounl N»wSooion Hit with
HERBERT MAMHAll CAMGIANT OKKIE MOORE

o / JOSH VON STERNBERG

You’ll Like Coke!

CENTR

A IN E

COMPANY

NOW SHOWING
“HEARTS OE' HUMANITY”
with JACKIE SEARLES, JEAN I1ERSHOI.T
A Paramount
Publix Theatre

Shows
2.00, 0.30. 8.30
Cont. Saturday
2.00 to 10.30

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight

O P P O R T U N IT IE S LIKE TH IS
DO NOT COM E EVERY D A Y

YOU C A N

. SO M A K E

W I N ....

T H E M O ST
O F TH IS

$ 5 0 0 .0 0
IN Y O U R SPA RE H O U R S

MEMBERSHIP COUPON
GOOD FOR 5 0 0 0 COUNTS IN
TH E CO URIER-GAZETTE THRIFT CLUB
ROCKLAND, MAINE
I suggest the name of .............................................................................
Address .....................................................................................................
As a Member of Your Thrift Club
My name and address is .........................................................................
It is understood that only the first entry coupon received for the
same person, will rount five thousand. The names of persons sug
gesting Club Members will, of course, be confidential.

O pportunities like this T hrift C lu b of The C ou
rier-G azette, come b u t once in a lifetim e. O ppor
tu n ities to make e x tra m noey, and still keep your
p resent job— your p resen t source o f income— are
rare. B ut here is a real one— T his T h rift Club. It
costs you nothing to take part and w in a prize, except
the desire to make m ore m oney, an d the am bition to
use y o u r spare hours doing it. W h y d o n 't you b e
com e a m em ber? Clip the coupon— p u t your nam e
on it— then win!

HERE ARE

TH E F R E E P R IZ E S
YOU CAN W IN

$ 5 0 0 .0 0
FIR ST PRIZE

FREE COUNT COUPON
IN

T H E CO URIER-G AZETTE THRIFT CLUB
S
ROCKLAND, MAINE
■tt . ..
For
Address

50

This Coupon
Good For
Fifty Counts

Each Club Member is entitled to
just as many of these free count
coupons as he and his friends
can secure. Must be trimmed anil
pinned together. DO NOT ro.l.

Not Good A fter Oct. 12th

In this T h rift C lub— there can be no
losers. E veryone w ho takes an active
part in the C lub w ill w in a definite C ash
prize or a cash S a lary check at the close.
This cash S alary C heck will be for an
am ount equal to tw e n ty per cent of the
subscription m o n ey each Club M em ber
collects. So ev e ry C lub M ember can
therefore w rite his ow n ticket for the
size of his S alary Check. But to w in
$500.00 d u ring spare hours betw een
now an next N ovem ber 19th— there is
a real thrill. A n d besides the T H R IL L
— there is th e $ 5 00.00 — im portant
m oney in any m a n ’s language. A n d it
can be Y O U R S!

$ 2 0 0 .0 0
SECOND PRIZE

s 1 0 0 .0 0 THIRD PRIZE
s5 0 .0 0 FOURTH PRIZE
20% Cash Commission T o A ll
W ho D o Not W in a Prize

* '• K

-7.
Plllt5I

